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Uruguay General Strike Ends
With Victory for Bordaberry



Scholars Denounce

Ceylon Repression
[The following letter was sent April

17 to Sirimavo Bandaranaike, prime

minister of Sri Lanka (formerly Cey
lon). The letter was signed on behalf
of the United States Committee of Con

cerned Asian Scholars by the com
mittee's coordinators: Andrea Faste

(West Coast), Steve Graham (Mid
west), and Judy Perrolle (East Coast).]

Dear Madam:

The Committee of Concerned Asian

Scholars (CCAS) is composed of schol
ars engaged in the study of Asian

societies. Its members joined together
in 1968 in opposition to the evil effects
of imperialism and of political repres

sion in all countries, and in the belief

that they had a special responsibility

to expose and protest against those

evils both in North America where

they live, and in the Asian societies
which they study.

Meeting in Chicago, Illinois, at its

annual conference on March 31st,

1973, CCAS unanimously expressed

its concern about the continuing im

prisonment of political prisoners in

Sri Lanka two years after the imposi
tion of the Emergency of 1971. It
appeals to the Prime Minister and the

Government of Sri Lanka to end the

Emergency and to repeal all laws that

restrict the democratic rights and civil

liberties of the people: in particular,

the Public Security Ordinance, the
Criminal Justice Commissions Act,

and the new law to curb the freedom

of the press. CCAS also appeals to
the Government of Sri Lanka to re

lease the political prisoners still being
held in custody, to stop the continuing

arbitrary arrests and imprisonment,
and to end the torture of arrested

persons. □
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Alain Krivine and Pierre Rousset Still in Jail

Pompidou Flouts Order to Release Krivine

Alain Krivine, one of the central

leaders of the dissolved Ligue Com-

muniste, the French Trotskyist orga

nization, remains in jail in Paris as

of July 16. Krivine has been charged
under the witch-hunt "antiwrecker law"

with having organized the June 21

antifascist demonstration in Paris. Vio

lence provoked by the police at the
demonstration was the excuse the

regime used to ban the Ligue.

The "antiwrecker law" allows the

government to charge leaders of an

organization with responsibility for

any violence that occurs at a demon

stration that the group sponsored. Kri

vine thus faces one to five years in

jaU despite the fact that he was not

even present in Paris on June 21 and

was only tangentially involved in

planning the demonstration. Also in

prison is Pierre Rousset, another cen

tral leader of the ex-Ligue, who was

arrested by police during a ransacking

of the Ligue's headquarters on June
22.

On June 10 Judge Alain Bernard

ruled favorably on a motion filed by

Krivine's attorney, Yves Jouffa, de

manding provisional release for his

ALAIN KRIVINE

client. But the government prosecutor

refused to accept the decision and im

mediately fUed an appeal. The

chambre d'accusation has thirty days

to rule on the appeal.

The July 12 issue of the Paris daily
Le Monde, which reported the govern

ment's appeal on page one, published
excerpts of several statements pro

testing the government's refusal to ac
cept Bernard's decision. The Commu
nist party daily I'Humanite, for ex
ample, wrote: "It was on the basis of
the charges known to him that the ex
amining magistrate [Bernard] made
his decision, the only legal and fair

one. The intervention of the prosecu
tor is nothing but scandalous. And to
say the prosecutor is to say the regime.

More than anyone, Marcellin [minister

of the interior] knows how arbitrary

these arrests and prosecutions are. He
therefore fears a just decision and

would disavow it and try to hold

it back."

Statements protesting the govern

ment appeal also came from the So
cialist party, the League for the Rights
of Man, and the Federation d'Ensei-

gnement Nationale, the country's

largest teachers union.

Despite the imprisonment of Krivine
and Rousset, the militants of the ex-

Ligue Communiste are continuing their
activity and have brought out on
schedule another issue of Rouge, for

merly the Ligue's paper (see below).
International protests on behalf of the
Ligue have continued to mount. (See
p. 887.)

Trotskyist Militants Continue Their Activity

Rouge' Will Go On Despite the Bon on Ligue Communiste

[The second issue of Rouge to ap
pear since the June 28 dissolution of

the Ligue Communiste came out dated

July 6 (not July 4, as we previously
reported). The front cover of the

paper identifies it as an "hebdoma-

daire d'action communiste" (commu
nist action newspaper). This was the
issue that was widely sold in Paris
by dozens of opponents of the ban
on the Ligue on the weekend of July
7-8. (See Intercontinental Press, July
16, p. 851.)
[The issue dealt with a broad range

of subjects including the war in Indo
china, the struggle against the dicta

torship in Greece, the struggle of
workers at the occupied Lip watch

factory, the fight to abolish legal re
strictions on women's right to abor

tion in France. It also provided eight

pages on the fight against the ban
on the Ligue Communiste and the
political machinations of the regime.

[The back page contained a large

advertisement appealing for funds to

keep the paper going. Contributions
to sustain Rouge and to fight against

the ban on the Ligue should be sent

to C. C. P. Michel Foucault, Paris 26-

15, France, with reference to Cam-

pagne pour I'abrogation du decret —

Soutien a Rouge (Campaign for the

Lifting of the Decree—Support to
Rouge).

[The new masthead also notes that
all other correspondence should be

addressed to Rouge, B.P. 37813, Pa

ris. The old address should no longer

be used.

[The lead editorial explained why

Rouge will go on. We reprint below
the text of that editorial. This is fol

lowed by several additional articles

from the issue — all dealing with as
pects of the banning of the Ligue and
the fight against it. All translations
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are by Intercontinental Press.

Because of the government's infa
mous decree, the Ligue Communiste,

French section of the Fourth Interna

tional, founded in April 1969, is dis
solved.

This is a bad blow for Rouge, for
its distribution, and for its readers.

Rouge, communist action newspa
per, first came out in September 1968,

at a time when the Ligue did not yet

exist. Later, because of a basic con

vergence of ideas and goals. Rouge
was placed at the service of the Ligue

Communiste; it especially served as
a forum for Alain Krivine's candidacy
in the 1969 presidential elections.

That collaboration continued after

wards.

Today, the Ligue has been dis
solved; Rouge goes on.

In proclaiming the dissolution of

the Ligue, Prime Minister Messmer

stated: "It is not the words but the

acts of the Ligue Communiste that

concern us." All right, Rouge open
its pages to those who have fought
in the ranks of the Ligue, so that they

may be able to continue to express

and defend their ideas.

This is a matter of freedom of the

press, and of simple freedom of ex
pression as well.

In reality, the dissolution of the

Ligue represents an attack on the

workers movement whose conse

quences, in various respects, remain

to be seen fully; especially as regards

the possibility of defending revolution

ary ideas.

The dissolution of the Ligue has

already served as the pretext for tem

porarily arresting Jacques Valier

(economics instructor, professor at

Nanterre, and editor of the theoreti

cal journal Critique de VEconomic Po-

litique) and for searching his home.

The arbitrary methods that have

become common practice for the

present regime are cause for concern

that the initial acts of harassment are

preludes to more encroachments on

freedom of the press.

That is why we are calling for
militant support and for financial aid
from all friends of Rouge, new and

old friends alike.

Everyone should become an active

distributor! Let's increase its reader

ship!

Let Rouge go on!

Call for Commission to
the Events of June 21
[The events of June 21—the date

of the clash between antifascist dem

onstrators and police protecting a

fascist meeting—are still far from

clear. Soon after the events many ob
servers, including Gerard Monatte,

general secretary of the largest police
union, pointed to strange elements in

the government's version of what had

happened. By the time the Ligue was

banned, there were already sharp dis

agreements within the police depart
ment itself over who was at fault for

the violence. (See Intercontinental

Press, July 9, p. 819.)

[What really happened is of impor
tance not only because the June 21

demonstration was the pretext for

banning the Ligue, but because the

charges against Alain Krivine, a lead
ing member of the ex-Ligue, are based

on the fact that violence occurred June

21. In the following article, Rouge

points again to a few of the trouble
some elements around the June 21

demonstration and calls for the es-

Investigote

tablishment of a commission of in

quiry to investigate them.]

Marcellin engages in political wheel
ing and dealing the same way he

swings a police club—with clumsy,
crass, and dull-witted blows; to such

an extent that after the June 21 demo,

[Gerard] Monatte (leader of the larg

est of the police trade unions) ac

cused him outright of being either a
manipulator or an incompetent.

L'Humanite, Le Monde, and le Ca

nard enchaine all published similar

reports: Marcellin and the prefect of

police were said to have set things
up so that the confrontations would

take place in the worst possible con

ditions for the police.

L'Humanite wrote on June 28: "Ten

minutes before the most violent clashes

on the Rue Monge, the forces of order

had had to fall back. A message was

POMPIDOU: Marcellln's boss. Did he set

up the cops?

sent out over the police airwaves

directed to all units then on duty. The
message was clear, and it said in sub

stance: nothing to report on any front;

things calm; no immediate confronta

tion feared."

Gerard Monatte confirms: "The ques
tion is whether this nonsense was de

liberate or an accident." The police
prefecture admits to having been "sur
prised" by the number of demonstra

tors. Monatte continues: "The leaders

of the police forces can all the less

claim surprise in that they must have
recalled the serious and absolutely

analogous incidents that occurred
March 9, 1971, at the Porte de Ver

sailles."

And another aspect around which
explanations must be requested: the

presence, on June 21, of individuals

in civilian clothes known for their ties

to the far right and used in curious

ways: some were found among

the demonstrators throwing Molotov
cocktails at the police; others were on

the other side, grenades in hand, right
next to the police in uniform. Their

deployment was so obvious that a
commissioner was asked about these

"reinforcements" and transmitted a

report to his superiors asking about

these "unofficial teams."

And we recall the existence of a

mysterious panel truck that was said

to have been supplying the demon-
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strators with cocktails and various

other projectiles. Marcellin accuses
the Ligue of having used this vehicle.
But his cops know full well (since they
had the Ligue's office under surveil
lance for a whole day before the

demonstration) that there was no pa
nel truck shuttling between the head
quarters and the Latin Quarter.

If Marcellin (in agreement with
Ordre Nouveau?) wanted to use the
fascist meeting as an excuse to dis
solve the Ligue, then he succeeded.
But that does not throw us off the

track. Any revolutionary organi
zation really struggling in action
against the bourgeois state or its aux
iliary gangs is an organization on re
prieve that must know that it is risk
ing its existence. Moreover, Marcellin
knows perfectly well that the dissolu
tion of the Ligue does not mean that

its militants will put an end to their
activity or cease spreading their ideas.

But if, on the other hand, Marcellin

believed that his machinations would

strengthen the fascistized wing among

the police and weaken the (majority)

"democratic" tendency within them,

then he failed completely. The impres
sion of the police in operation at the

Rue Monge that they had fallen into

a trap can only intensify their unease

and increase their defiance of their

ministers. As for the far-right leaflet
handed out in certain precincts calling

on the police to go on strike, it got
hardly any response. Monatte's union
federation has things well in hand.

Finally, a third point. The results
of Marcellin's operation have not met

with unanimity within the Council of
Ministers. Some center ministers (like

Stasi) and some UDR [ Union des De
mocrats pour la Republique—Union

of Democrats for the Republic, the

Gaullist party] ministers (e.g., Tait-
tinger, minister of justice) have stated
their disagreement. In fact, occurring
as they do at the moment that subtle
regroupments are going on among
the right', the center opposition, and
the center-right — speeded up by Pom-
pidou's illness — Marcellin-the-cop's
crude blunders are having a bad ef

fect.

In any case, too many disturbing
elements are piling up around the

events of June 21 for us to be satis

fied. The editorial board of Rouge

has decided, with the assistance of

some well-known personalities, to con

stitute a commission of inquiry. And

if this commission of inquiry confirms

the hypothesis that there was a plot
on June 21, will Marcellin be hauled

into court for violation of the "anti-

wrecker" law? We shall soon see.

Fascist Violence Goes
Immigrant Worker Mu
[When the government banned the

Ligue, it also dissolved the fascist or

ganization Ordre Nouveau. But it was

widely recognized that Ordre Nou
veau— or at least the elements repre

sented within it —would continue to

enjoy their special relationship with

the police, a relationship that was cen
tral in creating the violent clashes of
June 21.

[And as expected, racist and fas
cist provocations have continued, as

have police measures against those
suspected of opposition to the far
right. Rouge describes a few such in

cidents in the three articles below.]

On--Portuguese
rdered

One night, at about 10:00, three

men leaped out of a car and jumped

him. That was near Issy-Vitry; his

body was later found in the Seine.

"It's nothing but an isolated fact,"
some say; "there's nothing political
behind it." Coincidence? In the same

area immigrants had been attacked

on several occasions; and — one hour

earlier — an Algerian worker had been

beaten up by these same youths with

"white shirts and short hair."

Who would dare say that this had
something to do with the poisonous

racist campaign being waged by

Ordre Nouveau?

His name was Fernando Ramos; he Today the fascist groups are at an
was thirty years old; he was a mason.
He was guilty of being a Portuguese,
one of the immigrants against whom
Ordre Nouveau was campaigning.
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experimental stage, but they will not

remain there. As soon as they feel

strong enough, they move to take on
the workers organizations as a whole.

In spite of the dissolution of Ordre
Nouveau, a fascist commando group

attacked a CP festival at Clamart.

Thirty to forty gangsters came after
the participants on Saturday night,
assaulting them with iron bars.
Twelve persons had to be taken to
the hospital at Clamart. And to this
day, there has been no real prosecu
tion of Ordre Nouveau.

After all, the Ordre Nouveau goons

did not do anything other than what
the CDR [Comite's de Defense de la
Republique — Committees to Defend the
Republic] did in Lille or in Hirson,
where the Communist militants Lan-

vin and Labroche were murdered.

This "affinity" has moreover been
recognized by Minute [Ordre Nou-
veau's newspaper] whose editor in
chief paid this homage:

"To all the Ordre Nouveau militants,

who for years have represented cour
age against indifference in this weak
ened country" and "to the CDR, from
whose politics we have often been
divided but which had the honesty to

publish one of the few communiques
that were favorable to us."

Broadly speaking, the fascists and
the CDR have had some small dis

putes. Notably on the war in Algeria.
But they are both ready to get to
gether again in the defense of the West
and of Capital against the workers
movement.

On Saturday night, the director of
the Ecole Normale Superieure [ENS]
on the Rue d'Ulm got an anonymous

telephone call: A barbecue planned
for that night at the ENS was going
to serve as a "camouflaged meeting"

of the dissolved Ligue Communiste.

A column of CRS [Compagnies R6-

publicaines de Securite—Republican
Security Companies, the "riot" police]
took up positions on the Rue Claude-
Bernard, just above the Rue d'Ulm;
there were ten trucks.

The director signed a requisition

order authorizing the CRS to enter

the school: About 100 CRS troops

would thus run identity checks on the

participants at the barbecue.

No way!

Even in May '68, the morning after

the night of the barricades, the police

did not enter Ulm.

Is Marcellin still hungry? Is his

machination still on? He hasn't got



much of a leg to stand on; everybody,
including La Nation [Gaullist maga
zine], acknowledged the fascist char

acter of the Ordre Nouveau meeting.

In order to justify the brutality of
his measures, Marcellin needs fresh

concrete facts and is trying to dredge

some up so as to fatten up the dossier.
And each new attempt turns against

him. The Clamart and Ulm affairs

are only the latest; we can be sure

that we will see others.

Lessons of the July 4 Solidarity Meeting
[On July 4 a mass meeting to pro

test the ban on the Ligue was held in
Paris at the Cirque d'Hiver. (See In

tercontinental Press, July 16, p. 851.)
It was sponsored by some twenty or

ganizations that are affiliated to the

Collectif pour la Defense des Liber-

tes (Coalition for the Defense of Dem

ocratic Rights). Included among these

organizations are the Communist

party, the Socialist party, the CCT

(Confederation Cenerale du Travail

— General Confederation of Labor),

the CFDT (Confederation Frangaise

Democratique du Travail — French

Democratic Confederation of Labor),
the FEN (Federation Nationale d'En-

seignement —National Education Fed

eration, the largest teachers union fed
eration), and the PSU (Parti Socialiste
Unifie— United Socialist party).

[The meeting was quite large, and
in terms of its unity against the ban
on the Ligue, it was politically signifi

cant. But the organizers of the meet

ing refused to let a leader of the ex-

Ligue speak. Below, Rouge explains

why and draws some lessons of the

meeting.]

The first thing that must be said

about the meeting of 10,000 persons

who came to the Cirque d'Hiver in

response to the call of the Collectif

pour la Defense des Libertes is that

it represented a stinging rebuke to

Marcellin, a punishment for his main

mistake.

Marcellin was counting on the divi

sions in the workers movement and

hoped to exacerbate them. But the

response was never so united, even if

divisions still remain. Marcellin never

expected this succession of speakers

from the SP, the CP, the CCT, the

CFDT, the FEN, the PSU, all taking

up the defense of the dissolved Ligue

and demanding the release of Alain

Krivine.

Nevertheless, the CP held the line

on one point: no member of the dis

solved Ligue would be allowed to take
the floor. That would have been to

go beyond tolerable limits, to sanc
tion the "ultraleftists" by handing them
a platform.

Thus, the chairman of the meeting,
Daniel Mayer, could be seen respon
ding to those demanding "Let the

Ligue speak" by claiming that unity

of everyone was the only way to give

the Ligue the floor. A curious logic; as

though the workers movement could

not grant speaking rights to its com
ponent parts simply by granting them

the rostrum.

This contradiction can only increase

both uneasiness and false perspectives.

Ren^ Buhl, speaking of the Ligue in

the name of the CCT, firmly declared:

"We believe that this organization has

the right to exist." Very good. But the

problem within the workers movement

still remains its full force: exist how?

Economically weakened? As a poor

relation? Silenced and paralyzed? To

exist is to speak, to act, to demonstrate.
You can't exist halfway. And if today

the CP and the CCT recognize against
the regime the dissolved Ligue's right
to exist, then by all logic they must

also recognize its members' right to
be active in the workers movement.

If not, this right of existence would
remain a purely formal right, defended

on this or that occasion but denied in

practice.

L'Humanite, which reported on the

Cirque d'Hiver meeting, felt this prob
lem keenly. In presenting Jacques Du-

clos, it described him as a "prestigious

revolutionary workers leader." Duclos

himself began his speech this way:

"Speaking in the name of the French

Communist party, the great revolu
tionary party of our time, I raise

a vigorous protest against the arrest

of Alain Krivine and against the dis

solution of the Ligue Communiste, al

though, as is known, we approve
neither the politics nor the actions ad

vocated by this group."

There was something revolutionary

in the atmosphere. And it was under

standable. When the CP is talking to

democrats, it wants to make itself more

democratic than they are. On the other

hand, the moment it takes up the de

fense of a revolutionary organization

— and thus risks admitting that there

is some force to the left of itself — it has

to present itself as a great revolution

ary party.

We are here at the very heart of the
contradiction. For it is for the same

reasons that the CP still refuses to

recognize the Ligue Communiste; it

was for the same reasons that it de

nounced on a certain May Day the

ultraleftist "wreckers" bringing up the
rear of the march. Today, it asks

that the Ligue be granted the right
to exist. But the first thing that must

be said is that if the CP had not main

tained its exclusion against the revo

lutionary groups and organizations,

Marcellin could never have taken the

risk of dissolving the Ligue!

Finally, in relation to the July 4
meeting, we must return to an impor

tant political question. Several speak
ers referred to the Ligue's methods
of action, which they do not share.
By this they meant minority actions,
which is what they consider the June

21 counterdemonstration to havebeen.

It must therefore be recalled once

more that the Ligue, unlike the SP

and the CFDT, had called on its mem

bers to demonstrate on June 20 [in
an antirepression demonstration orga

nized by the CP], because it believed

that a mass response to the regime's
hardening up was justified. The real

questions must be asked of the orga
nizers of the June 20 action and of

those who abstained from it.

And if the June 20 action had taken

place on June 21, as a response to
the fascist provocation? If even the

partial unity against repression that

was manifested at the Cirque d'Hiver
had been realized on June 21, the

Ligue would probably not have been
dissolved and neither Krivine nor

Rousset would be in prison. But above
all, the whole workers movement

would have been alerted totheregime's
utilization of the fascists. And it is

not at all certain that the gangsters

would have dared attack the CP festi

val at Clamart or would have

murdered the Portuguese worker Fer-

nando Ramos in Ivry.
These are the lessons that must be

pondered. □
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Broad Unity Against Ban on Ligue Communiste

International Campaign to Defend Ligue Communiste

British Groups Wage Defense Campaign
London

About 125 independent radicals and
members of left-wing organisations at

tended a meeting in London July 4
to protest the banning of the Ligue
Communiste and the imprisonment of

two of its leaders.

The main speaker was Tariq Ali,

a leader of the International Marxist

Group (IMG), British section of the
Fourth International, which had ini

tiated the meeting as the first step

in a British campaign to defend the
Ligue.

Ali explained that the ban on the

Ligue fitted into a Europe-wide pattern

of attacks on far-left organisations by

governments and right-wing group

ings. These attacks are a threat to all

working-class organisations and to

democratic rights in general, he said.

He appealed for the broadest unity in

opposition to the ban. Already seven

Labour members of Parliament have

associated themselves with the call to

defend the Ligue, including Eric Hef-
fer, Norman Atkinson, Frank Al-

luan, Michael Foot, and Phillip White-

head.

Bob Pennington, national secretary

of the IMG, then outlined plans for
building the campaign, including the
circulation of a petition ta obtain

thousands of signatures, a demonstra

tion in London July 7, and the collec

tion of money to help the Ligue fight
the ban. He stressed the need for the

issue to be raised in trade-union

branches.

During the discussion, it became

clear that there was general agreement

on the need to build a broad-based

campaign involving all socialist and
labour organisations and independent

radicals.

Speaking from the floor, Monty
Johnstone, a leader of the Communist

party, made it clear that his party

supported a broad united defence cam

paign, while not identifying with the
policies and tactics of the Ligue Com
muniste. Other organisations repre
sented included International Social

ists, Workers' Fight, and the "Chartist"

grouping. The supporters of the
left-wing paper Militant have also in

dicated that they will join the defence

campaign. It was noted that the
Socialist Labour League, an or

ganisation claiming to be Trotskyist,
has scheduled for July 8 its own

demonstration protesting the ban.

The bourgeois press gave some

coverage to the ban when the issue

first broke, but a curtain of silence

now appears to have dropped over
events in France.

British left-wing newspapers that
have given prominence to the issue

include Red Weekly (of the IMG),

Workers Press (Socialist Labour

League), Socialist Worker (Interna
tional Socialists), and Tribune, a

paper of the Labour party's left wing.

An article in the July 6 issue of

Tribune headed "Even police are dis

turbed by new blow to civil liberties"

detailed the divisions within the police

over the incidents of June 21 (see
Intercontinental Press, July 9, p. 822),
and quoted from Alain Krivine's ap
peal for support for the Ligue and

from the statements of the French

Communist party and Socialist party
in response to his appeal. Tribune

noted the wide support being given

to the Ligue by many political parties,
trade unions, and left organisations.

The July 7 issue of Socialist Worker

characterised the ban on the Ligue
Communiste as "a savage assault on

political rights in France." It reported

that the International Socialists had

sent a telegram of protest to the
French Embassy, demanding the im

mediate lifting of the ban and that
IS would be supporting the July 7

demonstration called by the IMC. A
former member of the Political Bureau

of the Ligue Communiste, Gerard Ver-

geat, had told Socialist Worker in
London that in attacking the revo

lutionary movement "the government

was acting from weakness, not

strength." Socialist Worker's summary
of Vergeat's words said, in part:

"The revolutionary movement was

growing in step with the massive out

burst of militancy in recent months

from workers, students, army con
scripts and foreign workers.

"The strike movement against the

employers and soaring inflation was

no longer scattered and isolated but

was co-ordinated and politically led.
"This movement, in which the Ligue

had been deeply involved, had gone

beyond the control of the parlia

mentary and reformist left organisa
tions such as the Communist Party
and the Socialists. Their inability to
soak up discontent and act as safety

valves for the ruling class was another

cause of concern to the government."
A special supplement of Red Weekly

issued July 6 reprinted an "Open Let

ter to President Pompidou," which is

being circulated in Britain by the IMC
for signatures. The letter reads:

"Dear M. President,

"We are writing to you to protest

against the action of your govern

ment in 'dissolving' the Communist

League.

"While many of us would not agree

either with the politics or the actions

of the Communist League, we should

like to point out that the working class

movement in Europe cannot afford to
be neutral on the question of racism

or fascism. It has suffered too much

in the recent past in a number of coun

tries of Europe at the hands of fascism

to ignore the danger.

"We would therefore like to associate

ourselves with the Socialist and Com

munist Parties, the C. C. T. and the

C.F. D.T. and all other defenders of

civil liberties in France, in urging you

most strongly to withdraw the ban
imposed on the Communist League
and to order the release of its main

leader, Alain Krivine."

The Open Letter is being circulated
in Britain along with three other items:

a letter signed by Tariq Ali and Robin

Blackburn for the Political Committee

of the International Marxist Croup,
calling for broad support inside the

working-class movement for the de

fence campaign for the Ligue Com
muniste; a direct appeal for support
by C. Vergeat, on behalf of the dis-
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solved Ligue Communiste; and the
following petition:

"We, the undersigned, are totally op
posed to the ban imposed by the Pom
pidou regime in France on the Ligue
Communiste (French section of the
IVth International) and the imprison

ment of its principal spokesman,
Alain Krivine.

"We associate ourselves with the 20

organisations of the working class in
France (including the Socialist Party,
the Communist Party, and the two
main union organisations, the CGT

and the CFDT) who have come out

and opposed the actions of the Pompi

dou government.

'We demand: (i) The immediate and
unconditional lifting of the ban im

posed on the Communist League,
(ii) The release of Alain Krivine and
other members of the Communist

League imprisoned by the French

government."
The IMG hopes to obtain thousands

of signatures to this petition, along
with donations to aid the Ligue Com

muniste to fight against the ban. □

German Trotskyists Ask Solidarity With Ligue
[The following statement was issued

June 29 by the Political Bureau of
the Gruppe Internationale Marxisten
(GIM — International Marxist Group),
German section of the Fourth Inter
national. The translation is by Inter
continental Press. ]

Through a decision of the Council
of Ministers June 28, the Ligue Com
muniste, French section of the Fourth
International, was banned and "dis
solved." What was the regime's pretext
for this measure? How did the ban
come about?

On June 21 the fascist organization
Ordre Nouveau planned a rally in
Paris "against the presence of 4 million
North Africans and 400,000 Blacks
in France." The entire revolutionary
left of France agreed to unity in action
to prevent this gathering from taking
place. The Ligue Communiste, which
had been in the front ranks of the
antifascist struggle and had initiated
all the important actions in this area,
also stood in the forefront this time.

"Armed" with helmets, sticks, iron
bars, and paving stones, 2,000 dem
onstrators gave Ordre Nouveau and
the police —who were assigned to pro
tect the fascist demonstration, whici
had been approved by the regime —
their most difficult street battle since
1968.

The next day, June 22, the police
searched, destroyed, and occupied for
a time the Paris headquarters of the
Ligue. Fifteen comrades were arrested,
among them Pierre Rousset, a member
of the Political Bureau. After the ban
was decreed, Alain Krivine, the former

presidential candidate of the Ligue,
was arrested and charged.

In the face of the wave of repression,
all the French organizations of the
revolutionary left have solidarized
with the Ligue, which is the largest
and most influential of the revolution
ary-left organizations, having played
an important role in all the large
mobilizations of recent years (Burgos
campaign in 1970, Overney in 1972,
the election campaign of 1972, in
which it received about 2 percent of
the votes, the mass mobilization of
high-school and college students
against the Debre law in 1973).

As the Socialist party, the PSU [Parti
Socialiste Unifie—United Socialist
party], the FEN [Federation d'En-
seignement Nationale —National Edu
cation Federation], and the CFDT
[Confederation Frangaise Democrati-
que du Travail —French Democratic
Confederation of Labor] declared their
solidarity, the Communist party and
its union federation, the CGT [Con
federation Gdnerale du Travail—Gen

eral Confederation of Labor], felt com
pelled to join the solidarity front.

This solidarity movement is decisive
in determining how far the regime
will be able to carry its measures
outlawing the Ligue. This will depend
on the relationship of forces that the
solidarity front can create in France.
But it will also depend on whether
it is possible to build a solidarity
front on an international scale.

The sharpening of state repression
is an international phenomenon, as
we have learned in West Germany
with the recent persecution of the
KPD.* Today the Revolutionare
Marxistische Liga [Revolutionary
Marxist League], the Swiss organiza
tion of the Fourth International,
stands in a similar situation, threat
ened with being banned.

We must answer the international
of the cops and the banks with the
international solidarity of the working
class and the revolutionary organiza
tions!

Therefore we urge you to express
your solidarity with the Ligue Com
muniste against the repression of the
Pompidou regime:
• Send declarations of solidarity to

the Ligue Communiste, 10 Impasse
Guemenee, F-75 Paris 4.
• Send protest letters to Marcellin,

the French minister of police.
• Join the GIM in building soli

darity actions in Germany.
Down with the fascist plague!
Hands off the Ligue Communiste!
Free all the arrested comrades!
Free Krivine and Rousset!

■"The Kommunistische Partei Deutsch-
lands (Communist party of Germany), a
Maoist group, was the target of police
raids in May, just prior to Brezhnev's visit
to West Germany. See Intercontinental
Press, June 11, p. 705.

Frankfurt Mass Meeting Protests Ban
[Rallies and demonstrations in soli

darity with the Ligue Communiste
have occurred or are scheduled in
many West German cities. On June
30, two days after the Ligue was
banned, the Gruppe Internationale
Marxisten (GIM — International Marx
ist Group), German section of the
Fourth International, organized a
demonstration of about 300 outside
the French Embassy in Bad Godes-

berg.
[The largest demonstration so far

occurred in West Berlin July 5. About
5,000 persons participated. Speakers
included Rudi Dutschke and Daniel
Cohn-Bendit. A July 5 press state
ment of the GIM notes that additional
demonstrations were scheduled in
Hamburg, Munich, Tubingen, Stutt
gart, Freiburg, and other cities.

[More than 2,500 persons crowded
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into a protest meeting in Frankfurt
July 4, and several hundred others

were unable to get into the university

hall in which it was held. Speakers at

this meeting included Dutschke, Cohn-

Bendit, and Giinter Minnerup of the

GIM.

[A march scheduled to follow the

meeting was attacked by police as it

was forming up. The demonstrators

regrouped in the city, where they were
again attacked by police with tear

gas, water cannons, and clubs. Many

demonstrators were injured.
[We reprint below the resolution

adopted unanimously at the Frankfurt
meeting. The translation is by Inter

continental Press.]

The more than 2,500 participants
— among them members of nearly all
the various organizations and tenden
cies of the left — in the July 4 solidarity
meeting with the Ligue Gommuniste,

French section of the Fourth Interna

tional, despite their political differences
on other questions, declare their com

plete solidarity with the Ligue Gom
muniste and protest the ban imposed
by the French Council of Ministers

and the persecution of the Ligue car
ried out in massive attacks by the
state repressive apparatus.

This gathering demands:

Immediate lifting of the ban on the
Ligue Gommuniste;

Immediate release of Alain Krivine

and Pierre Rousset of the Political Bu

reau of the Ligue, and of all other

arrested comrades;

Immediate end to all repressive mea
sures, office occupations, house

searches, confiscation of the organiza
tion's materials, and interference with

publication and sale of Rouge, the
newspaper of the Ligue Gommuniste.

The participants protest the govern
ment's cynical equation of the racist
gang of thugs Ordre Nouveau with the

Ligue Gommuniste, which fights
against fascism and racism.

We affirm that the ban of the Ligue
Gommuniste is an attack on the demo

cratic rights of the workers movement
as a whole, on its freedom of organiza
tion, its press freedom, and its freedom
to demonstrate.

A few weeks before the banning of
the Ligue Gommuniste the state ap
paratus in West Germany launched a

massive attack on the Kommunist-
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ische Partei Deutschlands(RoteFahne)
and other organizations. Brutal police

invasions were used against the

housing struggle and other progressive

movements. In factories such as John

Deere in Mannheim they attempted to

break strikes by the attack of police

and goon squads in the service of the

employers. Particularly in Nordrhein-

Westfalen, demonstrators were beaten

in an effort to put through a de facto
ban on all demonstrations.

The international repression must
be opposed by the active international

solidarity of all progressive forces.

The participants in today's meet

ing in Frankfurt send their solidarity
to the participants of the protest meet

ing against the ban on the Ligue Gom
muniste, which is occurring simulta
neously in Paris.

Down with the ban on the Ligue

Gommuniste!

Freedom for Alain Krivine, Pierre

Rousset, and all political prisoners!
Against the international of the cops

and the banks: the international soli

darity of the workers movement! □

Australian Protesters Picket French Offices
Sydney

Pickets were held outside French
government and commercial offices in
four Australian state capitals July 3
to demand that the French govern
ment lift its ban on the Ligue Gom
muniste.

A picket was held in Sydney outside
the French consulate in the heart of
the city. Some thirty-five persons
participated, including representatives
from most of the city's left-wing or
ganisations: the Socialist Workers

League (SWL) and Socialist Youth
Alliance (SY A)—Australian sym
pathising groups of the Fourth Inter
national—the Communist League, the
Socialist Labour League and the
Young Socialists, and the Communist
party of Australia.

A delegation including representa
tives of all the participating groups
presented a joint statement to the con
sul and expressed their intention to
build a broad campaign to press for
the lifting of the ban. The picket con-



tinued for more than an hour during
the evening rush hour. Placards

carried by the demonstrators included:

"Stop the Repression in France," "Lift
the Ban on the Ligue Communiste,"

"Bombs in the Pacific, Repression at
Home," and "Release Alain Krivine."

All in all, this action was a promis

ing beginning. The wide united action
shown by the left in the picket indi
cates a good basis for an ongoing

campaign in Sydney.

In Melbourne some twenty persons

demonstrated outside the French con

sulate. Several groups participated, in

cluding the SWL, SYA, Communist

League, and the Spartacus League.
Jim Mcllroy, an organiser of the ac

tion, was interviewed by the national

government radio programme "PM."
Mcllroy explained to the interviewer
from this popular programme what

had happened to the Ligue Com
muniste, the need to have the ban

lifted, and the role the Labor govern
ment should play in this campaign.

A small picket was held outside the

Banque Nationale de Paris in Bris
bane, and an action was also held

in Adelaide. □

Belgian Trotskyists Protest Ban
[The following statement appeared In face of this situation, in face of

in the July 7 issue of La Gauche, the workers struggles that are de-
weekly newspaper of the Belgian veloping, the bourgeoisie is getting
Trotskyists.]

The Political Bureau of the Ligue
Revolutionnaire des Travailleurs
[Revolutionary Workers League], Bel
gian section of the Fourth Interna
tional, met on June 28, 1973, and de
clared that it vigorously protests
against the ban on the Ligue Com
muniste, French section of the Fourth
International, which was issued be
cause of the role the Ligue has played
in the antifascist struggle and more
particularly because of its energetic
action against the Nazi and racist
meeting of Ordre Nouveau.

This antidemocratic measure is part
of an offensive waged by the interna
tional bourgeoisie against the mili
tants and sections of the Fourth In
ternational. This offensive includes:

Preventing the American Trotsky
ists of the Socialist Workers party
from belonging to the Fourth Inter
national; using electronic bugs against
the Ligue Marxiste Revolutionnaire
[Revolutionary Marxist League],
Swiss section of the FI; placing travel-
bans on several leaders of the Inter

national, among them Ernest Mandel,
Livio Maitan, Tariq All, and Charles-
Andre Udry.

This antidemocratic measure of the
bourgeoisie, which is not even able
to respect its own legality, testifies to
the political and economic crisis of
the capitalist system, especially in cer
tain countries.

ready its weapons: setting up a mass
fascist movement in Italy, reconstitut
ing fascism in France, holding an in

ternational fascist conference in Ant
werp.

At the same time, it is beginning to
place bans on the most determined
and conscious sector of the workers
movement — the revolutionary organi
zations, especially the Fourth Inter
national.

The simultaneous banning of the
fascist movement Ordre Nouveau
fools no one; it is an attempt to justify
the claim that "the extremes are close
ly linked" and bolster each other.

The terrible historical experience of
Nazism proves that it is capitalism
in crisis that creates, nourishes, and
develops the fascist grouplets as real
armed bands against the workers and
democratic movement.

The LRT launches an urgent call to
all workers organizations, whatever
their political differences, to form a
united front for the defense of dem
ocratic rights. The attack against a
part of the workers movement is an
attack against the whole movement. □

'i! Manifesto' in Solidarity With Ligue
[On July 3, the national assembly

of the Italian far-left group 11 Mani
festo (which publishes the daily news
paper of the same name), approved
the following message, which was sent
to the Ligue Communiste. The text
appeared in the July 3 issue of il Mani
festo. The translation is by Interconti
nental Press.]

Dear comrades.
Faced with repressive measures of

the bourgeois regime, revolutionary
organizations of all countries must
naturally express their militant soli
darity, for woe to us if at the time
and in the cases that such measures

come down, the ideological and politi
cal differences that divide organiza
tions from one another allow them

to lose sight of the common battle
and the conviction that such unity
must strive even to go beyond defense
against the enemy's attacks; because
these attacks are the easier to carry
out, the more they are able to make
use of the areas of division and re
ciprocal sectarianism of the revolu
tionary forces.

But we express our solidarity with
you today for even more profound

and specific reasons.
The attack the Gaullist regime is

now leveling at you is not accidental
and will not remain an isolated thing.
It is a sign of the regime's growing
difficulties, of its fear of a large-scale
recovery of the offensive capabilities
of the masses, and of its concern that
such an offensive thrust might trigger
political initiatives and echoes outside
the tightly controlled channels of
bourgeois institutions and the tradi
tional parties.

In Italy, we are quite familiar with
things like this.

For three years the working class
has waged a hard struggle that has
thrown the system into crisis — and
because of this, massive repressive
counterattacks are always on the
agenda; counterattacks that only the
mass struggle has been able to repel
up to now. So we know that the mea
sures hitting you today are heavy
ones that will create difficulties and
require sacrifices; but we also know
that in your support, aside from our
own solidarity, there is a real move
ment in France, and not only in
France, that can no longer be
quashed.

Communist Greetings,
il Manifesto

Intercontinental Press



Bordaberry Moves to Strengthen Control why the union leadership had given

CNT Leadership Colls Off General Strike
By David Thorstod

The leadership of the outlawed Uru
guayan union, the Convencion Na-

cional de Trabajadores (CNT— Work

ers National Congress), on July 11
called off the general strike that had

paralyzed the country for fifteen days.
The 400,000-member CNT had called

the strike to protest the June 27 deci
sion of President Juan Maria Borda

berry, under intense pressure from the
military, to abolish Congress. On June

30, Bordaberry banned the Commu

nist-party-led CNT, but despite the ar

rest of a number of its leaders, its

apparatus continued to function clan

destinely.

The ending of the strike, which had
become the focal point of opposition

to the coup, was a victory for Borda

berry. While the unions had been de

manding the release of all political
prisoners and the restoration of dem

ocratic liberties, the government insist

ed that it had agreed to no conditions

during its secret talks with leaders of

the banned union federation.

Minister of the Interior Colonel Nes

tor Bolentini told reporters July 11

that the banning of the CNT was "ir

reversible." According to Marvine
Howe, writing in the July l^New York

Times, "He also announced a new

labor policy meant to make the unions
nonpolitical. This implied the creation

of a new labor organization that, ac

cording to Colonel Bolentini, 'wUl not
be permitted to iatervene in political

questions that distort the true sense

of union association.'"

A United Press International dis

patch from Montevideo, published in

the July 15 issue of the New York

Spanish-language daily El Diario-La

Prensa, reported Bolentini as saying

July 13 that "some" jailed union and

political figures had been freed. "Ac
cording to responsible union sources,"

UPI said, "in spite of the illegal status
of the CNT, government representa
tives continued [during the strike] to
hold talks with its leaders, who had

secretly agreed to return to work in
exchange for the release of impris
oned union activists."

The CNT, reported Howe in a July

12 dispatch from Montevideo, "issued
a glum communique last night calling
off the strike and acknowledging that

it 'has not achieved the desired vic

tory.'

"'The battle must continue but it is

necessary to change the form of strug-

BORDABERRY

gle,' the organization's leadership de

clared."

Many union militants reportedly op

posed the confederation's order to re

turn to work. One example of this

was the militant workers at FUNSA

(Fabrica Uruguaya de Neumaticos —
Uruguayan Tire Factory), one of the

biggest factories in the country. "FUN

SA was closed yesterday, under mili

tary guard," according to a UPI re
port in the July El Diario, "and
according to a spokesman for

the strikers, the workers will not re
turn to work because the general secre

tary of the plant union, Leon Duarte,

is still being held in jail."

There was reportedly considerable

bitterness and frustration among work
ers over the decision of the CNT lead

ership to order the strikers back to

work. Just a day earlier, the CNT

had announced that its unions would

stand firm "until Mr. Bordaberry
falls."

"At first some of our companions

went hungry but we were getting or
ganized and were ready to hold out,"

one construction worker told Howe.

He said that he did not understand

The bitterness was shared by stu

dents, who were very active during

the two weeks of confrontation with

the government. Howe spoke to
a group of medical students, whose
union is affiliated to the CNT. "For

two weeks," she wrote in the July 14

New York Times, "the students have

been marching in peaceful demonstra
tions and distributing leaflets against
the 'dictatorship,' and now that they
have been ordered back to work by
their union, they are showing disillu

sion, frustration and rage."

Bordaberry's strong-arm tactics

against the strikers had not succeeded

in forcing an end to the strike, the

longest in the country's history. Po

lice and troops repeatedly attempted
to eject workers who had occupied

their factories, only to find that the
strikers would return to reoccupy

them.

The first important confrontation

with the military, according to a re

port in the July 6 issue of the Paris

daily Le Monde, came with a demon

stration by several hundred women

in Montevideo July 4.

"The women, who sang the national
anthem on Constitution Square, were

dispersed by tear-gas bombs hurled by

soldiers dressed for combat. Bands

of young people, for their part, threw

Molotov cocktails at buses that were

operating in spite of the general strike

of indefinite duration called by the

unions."

On July 8, an estimated 30,000 per

sons marched in an hour-long funeral

cortege in Montevideo for Rambn Per^
Bardier, a student who was shot in the

back two days earlier by a military

patrol while he was handing out leaf

lets denouncing Bordaberry. He was
a member of the Communist Youth

Union. The marchers, who from time

to time raised clenched fists, sang the

national anthem and chanted over

and over the phrase "The tyrants must

tremble."

That night, a Socialist high-school

student, Walter Medina Delgado, was

shot and killed by the police as he
was painting antigovernment slogans

on a wall. The Buenos Aires daily

La Opinion reported July 11 that
more than 50,000 persons took part

in his funeral procession July 10.
In spite of the strict censorship of

newspapers, radio, and other media.
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and the restrictions placed on political

parties, all of which made it difficult

for Bordaberry's opponents to get

their messages out, a number of large

demonstrations such as these were

held. "Even information about what is

happening is lacking," Marvine Howe
explained in a July 8 dispatch. "Sev

eral newspapers were closed by the

Government for criticizing the closing
of Congress. Others have been closed
by the general strike.

"The strikers agreed to put out some
newspapers yesterday —but because of

the censorship those that were printed
carried no news of the recent protest

demonstrations by students and
groups of women or of the official

action to break up the strike."

On July 9, Bordaberry cracked
down. His troops opened fire on a
crowd, estimated at more than 25,-

000, that had converged on the cen
ter of the capital around 5:00 p.m.,

shouting "Down with the dictatorship!"
and "United the people will never be
conquered!" At least two persons were
killed, twenty wounded, and 300 ar
rested.

As the demonstrators arrived in

downtown Montevideo, where the

march was to be held, they were met
by a score of army tanks, trucks,

and armored cars, Marvine Howe re

ported in the July 10 New York Times.

Mounted policemen brandishing sa
bers charged the crowd, she said. "Oth
er policemen fired tear gas and chased
the demonstrators on foot, striking out

at passers-by with their truncheons.

"As the demonstrators fled down side

streets, they continued shouting, 'Down

with the dictatorship.'

"Shopkeepers, holding handkerchiefs
to their faces against the waves of

tear gas, slammed down the metal
shutters of their stores.

"As night fell, a helicopter patrolled
the downtown area to watch for new

demonstrations. Helmeted policemen

cordoned off the main Independence

Plaza in front of Government House

and were seen striking those workers

who dared approach."

Bordaberry also moved to crack
down on the leaders of the political

opposition, which is united in the Re

sistance Front. It consists of the Na

tional party; the Frente Amplio
(Broad Front), a coalition of Social
ists, Communists, and Christian Dem

ocrats; labor unions and student asso

ciations; and even a faction of Borda

berry's own Colorado party, the Mov-

imiento de Unidad y Reforma (Move

ment for Unity and Reform), headed

by Jorge Batlle.
A number of the leaders of the op

position were arrested, including Gen

eral Liber Seregni, the head of the

Broad Front; he had participated in

the July 9 demonstration.
Other opposition leaders who were

under arrest by July 10 included Ho-

mar Murdoch, president of the Na

tional party; Jose P. Cardozo, lead

er of the Socialist party; General Vic
tor Licandro and Colonel Carlos Zu-

friategui of the Broad Front; and six

members of the dissolved Congress.

Four of the latter were reportedly

members of the National party, the

country's largest political organiza

tion.

On July 5, the political opposition

issued what it called "six bases for

resolving the present situation." Ac
cording to the July 6 issue of La

Opinion, they were:
"I. Reestablishment of constitutional

freedoms and guarantees, and the

elimination of practices that are in

jurious to the human person.

"2. Reestablishment of the rights of

political parties and union organiza

tions.

"3. Restoration of the purchasing

power of wages.

"4. Agreement on a minimum pro
gram for economic and social change.

"5. 'Dismissal' of Bordaberry, and

the setting up of a provisional gov
ernment.

"6. The immediate holding of a pop

ular referendum."

Throughout the general strike, the
approach taken by the opposition was

one of appealing to allegedly dissi

dent sectors of the armed forces to

join the opposition and help overthrow
Bordaberry. This strategy was reflec

ted in the special appeal addressed

to the "patriotic majority" of the armed
forces by the CNT, stressing that the

July 9 demonstration that was bru
tally broken up by troops was not

directed against the armed forces.

"We will not turn out as enemies of

the armed forces but will respect your

aims, which have been violated by the

dictatorship," the message said. The
CNT offered to cooperate in the mili

tary's program for "national recon
struction."

Despite denials by the three comman

ders in chief of the armed forces, ru

mors of divisions in the military per

sisted. The rumors were based on a

number of things, including reports

that the navy refused to participate
in raids June 30 to dislodge work

ers who had occupied their factories.

They were carried out by the police
and the army.

After a few days of forcibly eject

ing workers, the army itself reported

ly changed its tactic. La Opinion re

ported July 7 that instead of lining the

workers up against the wall and then

forcing them out at gunpoint, troops

began to hand out leaflets to the work

ers asserting that "the army has come
here not as your enemies but, on the

contrary, to lend its physical support
to the freedom to work, thereby guar

anteeing the personal and collective

integrity of the workers, who have

for so long been bearing up under

the pressure and coercion of a cen

tral labor union that has no nation

alist sense and is motivated only by

instructions imported from abroad."

The disorienting and counterrevolu
tionary strategy of the CNT's Stalin

ist leadership, and of the political op

position, failed even to achieve the
limited aim of removing Bordaberry.

With the end of the general strike,
Bordaberry quickly moved to consoli
date his control. He met July II with

the country's mayors to work out de
tails for "neighborhood councils" to
replace the nineteen elected municipal
councils that he abolished along with
the Congress. He will select the mem
bers himself.

He is next expected to name mem

bers of a Council of State, which is

to replace Congress. It ia to be made
up of "notables" who -have no "active

participation in politics." He an-

iiounced that he intends henceforth to

rule by decree. □

One-Track Mind
E. Howard Hunt, who pleaded guilty

to conspiracy in the Watergate burglary
and who carried out various other espi
onage operations for the Nixon gang,
is also an author. He has just published
his forty-eighth spy novel.

Hunt's latest literary effort is entitled
The Berlin Ending. Its central character
is a German politician whom reviewers
have described as resembling Premier
Willy Brandt. In Hunt's novel, however,
the politician turns out to be a Soviet
agent.
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Combative But Not Clear on Goals

Class-Struggle Wing in Uruguayan CNT

[The following first-hand report from
Uruguay was written during the early
days of the general strike called by
the now outlawed Convencion Nacio-

nal de Trabajadores (CNT—Nation
al Workers Congress) following the
dissolving of the Congress June 27
by President Juan Maria Bordaberry.
The CNT is the main workers federa

tion, and represents some 400,000
workers. It is led by the Communist

party.

[The article was published in the July
4-11 issue of Avanzada Socialista, the

weekly newspaper of the Argentine
Partido Socialista de los Trabajadores

(PST—Socialist Workers party). The
translation is by Intercontinental
Press.]

Various political tendencies existjside

by side within the Uruguayan workers
central union. We wanted to find out

who they are and what they are think
ing, and to get to know those in the
opposition, those who in a generic
sense might be called class-struggle
tendencies because, like their counter

parts in Argentina, they are defend
ing trade-union democracy and the
workers' determination to struggle.

Last year, a congress of rank-and-
file delegates of the Uruguayan CNT
was held. It brought together all the
factory delegates, of whom 60 percent
supported the positions of the CP, and
40 percent supported the opposition.
Our Uruguayan companeros of the
PRT [Partido Revolucionario de los
Trabajadores—Revolutionary Work
ers party] tell us that during the cur
rent year things have evolved favor
ably for the opposition.

In what follows, we will report on

the discussions we had with this op

position.

FUNSA: Uruguay's SITRAC-
SITRAM

It was the third day of the coup

and general strike. At dusk, all move
ment in the streets ebbed away. It

was a real challenge to find a taxi

in order to get to FUNSA [Fabrica
Uruguaya de Neumaticos Sociedad
Anonima—Uruguayan Tire Factory,

Inc.]. The entire opposition was meet
ing at FUNSA, a rubber factory, at
6:00 p.m.
FUNSA has the kind of authority

that allows it to play a pivotal role for
the opposition. Just as the Argentine
SITRAC-SITRAM [Sindicato de Tra

bajadores Concord-Sindicato de Tra
bajadores Materfer —Concord Work
ers Union/Materfer Workers Union]
managed during 1971 to begin to cen

tralize all the antibureaucratic currents

(from Ongarism to the most revolu
tionary), FUNSA has earned thesame
right: It is the most important fac
tory union controlled by the opposi
tion.

The porter's office is controlled by
a group of workers, behind whom is
an old Spaniard who doesn't appear

to understand very well what all the
commotion is about. He is the regular

doorman for the factory, and he has
now been relieved of his functions.

We went in, and went up to a circle

of people and introduced ourselves to
Lebn Duarte. He was in jaU for sev

eral months because of his activity in

the Resistencia Obrero Estudiantil

[ROE — Worker-Student Resistance].
Duarte received us fraternally and or

ganized a meeting so that we could
talk to all the delegations that were

present.

Strength and Weakness of
the Opposition

The meeting was held in the ad
ministrative offices. We could see that

the office workers were also taking

part in the occupation, which was a
surprise for us Argentines.
The compafieros were curious to

know who we were, since we had gone

to the trouble to interview them. We

explained that we believed that the
hundred workers leaders gathered

there held in their hands the key to

the situation in Uruguay, for a real
turn in events would depend on their

deciding to organize themselves into
a strong current and to adopt a class-
struggle, revolutionary position with
regard to the crisis.

When we made this statement, we

had a misgiving in mind: Why was
it that gathered here was at least 40
percent of the Uruguayan workers
movement, whose leaders call them
selves socialists and revolutionists and

criticize the sellouts of the Commu

nist party, and yet these companeros
had not been able, after three days of
the strike, to get out even one gen

eral leaflet for the entire country and

all the workers?

Positions of the Tendencies

The misgiving began to disappear
as we listened to what the various ten

dencies had to say. Unfortunately, we
could see that there is a long way to

go to bring together a revolutionary
current capable of challenging the
leadership of the bureaucratic reform
ism of the Communist party.

We spoke first with a companero
from the Movimiento 26 de Marzo

[March 26 Movement], which is a cur
rent that supports the Frente Amplio
[Broad Front] of Liber Seregni. In
response to various questions, he
made clear that the factory occupa

tions were decided upon as an ad
ministrative act by the Communist
leadership of the CNT. Although he
was critical of this method, the move

itself struck him as correct. The big

problem, he said, was that the CP —
which has not come out with any

position as a party —was giving it
no political objective and was not
standing behind the occupations. This,
he added, would lead to an inevitable
attrition. Nevertheless, a solution was

now taking shape.
Following such a good analysis, we

expected that at this point the com
panero would pose organizing the rev
olutionary class-struggle sentiments of
the workers into an independent force
and leadership. We asked him what
he saw as the solution. His answer

was very disappointing: He explained
that he would have to support the call
just issued by Liber Seregni.*

* Seregni's statement, signed by the execu
tive board of the Frente Amplio, boiled
down to stating that Bordaberry had to
go but that the miiitary couid stay. It
did not call for replacing Bordaberry with
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Next spoke the companeros from

Resistencia Obrero Estudiantil. These

are very combative companeros who

have been evolving from old anarchist

positions toward Marxism. Theymade
a blistering critique of the organiza

tional weaknesses in the way the gen

eral strike was being led. They have

tried to make up for these weaknesses

by putting out an informational bulle

tin, which receives a partial distribu

tion.

They listed a series of steps that
could be taken to strengthen and

broaden the strike by involving new

layers of the population. But when

it came to the political question, they

agreed with the four demands made on

the government by the CNT. In other

words, in practice, these companeros,

too, did not appear to agree with the
idea that the workers movement, aside

from its demands, is in a position to

challenge the power of the bourgeoisie.
Thus they focused on neither the ap

propriate objective nor tasks.

We then talked with companeros rep

resenting plastics workers, dock work

ers, OODAE (confections and can

ning), General Electric, DELNE (elec

tronics), Family Allowances (state em
ployees), etc. In every case we noticed

the same contradiction: On the one

hand a critical attitude toward the

CNT leadership, formulated with the

correct arguments; but on the other

hand a critical attitude toward the

true capacities of the Uruguayan

workers, which go far beyond their
ability simply to paralyze the coun

try, and include their ability to govern

it.

Only the companeros of the PRT

posed the matter in this way: We must
set the aim of this strike and of the

struggle as beginning with the over

throw of Bordaberry and the coup-

oriented military in order to bring

about a provisional government of
the CNT and the workers and peo

ple's political parties that will issue

a call for a constituent general assem

bly.

a workers government. The struggle
against the Bordaberry regime, it stated,

was for the following goals: "a) restora
tion of parliamentary terms of office; b)
removal of the dictator; c) general elec
tions within the shortest possible time."

-IP

This position was not discussed dur

ing the time we were there. At the

moment, the minister of the interior

is expected to issue some statement,

and it is known that the military is
discussing whether to call out tanks

against the workers or to continue
negotiations. The meeting had to be

adjourned for elementary security rea

sons.

By this point, our misgivings had

been confirmed. As we went out into

the street, the old Spaniard at the

door, true to his post, "searched" us —

in the midst of a factory that was oc
cupied, controlled, and run by work
ers, the old boss regulation of check
ing on people as they exited persisted.

Much more serious is the fact thatthe

worker and revolutionary vanguard
of Uruguay is still without a big par
ty that can lead the workers to pow
er; their consciousness is still under

the influence of many "regulations" of
the bosses and the reformists. We have

no doubt that the colossal battle that

they are waging will help to get rid

of them. □

Same Approach in 1955 as Today

Peron's History of Holding Back the Masses
[The following article was published

in the June 20-27 issue of Avanzada
Socialista, weekly newspaper of the
Argentine Partido Socialista de los
Trabajadores (PST — Socialist Work
ers party). The translation is by Inter
continental Press.]

Many compafleros might be sur
prised that we are casting a pall over
their joy at the return of Peron by
recalling the way he fell from office
eighteen years ago.

But the fact is that the two periods
are identical in two ways: not only
as far as the dates are concerned
[Peron's downfall began in June 1955;
he returned on June 20, 1973], but
also with regard to the statements and
appeals for harmony, peacefulness,
and negotiation with the "opposition"
parties of the oligarchy and impe
rialism.

On June 16, 1955, thePeronist move
ment began to lose control of the gov
ernment, and it was removed three
months later. The speeches of Peron
at the time are very similar to those
that Campora is making today, or
to the statement of the Movimiento
Nacional Justicialista [Justicialist Na
tional Movement, the Peronist move
ment] against the occupations. Then
as now, the Peronists wanted to nego
tiate with the oligarchy and impe
rialism, and in order to do this, they
tried to put a brake on the struggle
of the workers. Eighteen years ago

this policy led to the fall of Peron
and, subsequently, to the fierce re
venge of the bosses and imperialism
against the workers and the country.
Now this same policy could lead to
a similar disaster, although the Cdm-
pora government does not realize it.

June 1 6

Since 1952 the Argentine economy
had been in a process of serious de
terioration. The period of the "fat kine"
[time of plenty] had ended with the end
of the world war, and with it our
country's privileged situation as a pro
ducer of food products. It could then
be seen that the six years of Peronist
rule had not revolutionized the country
but had only improved the situation
of the workers thanks to favorable
circumstances brought on by the war.

In 1952 the bosses began their cam
paign to take back part of what they
had given up during the preceding
years. In order to accomplish this,
they began to pressure the govern
ment, as well as conspire against it.

Perdn partially gave in to this pres
sure, as can be seen in the fact that
real wages decreased by more than
20 percent between 1948 and 1954.

On the other hand. North Ameri
can imperialism launched an assault
on the country. Here, too, the gov
ernment began to give in. In 1950,
Cereijo traveled to the United States
and, after drawn-out negotiations, ob
tained a loan of almost $100 million.
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In exchange, a law was signed on for
eign investments that allowed North
American firms —none of which were

nationalized under Peronist rule — to

take out of Argentina up to 5 per
cent of their recorded capital annually;

negotiations also began on granting
Standard Oil drilling rights in Santa

Cruz.

But imperialism wanted much more

than these concessions. And so it is

that while it was negotiating with

Peron, as well as with the bosses, it

was also laying the groundwork for
the military coup.

The great ally of the bosses and
imperialism was the church. The

priests, with their support from the
middle class —which was bitter over

the economic situation and traditional

ly opposed Perdn because of the dic

tatorial nature of his government —

organized street demonstrations and
declared political war. The army,

navy, and air force began to seethe

with ferment about a possible coup.

It was in these circumstances that

a sector of the navy rose up on June

16, 1955, and took over Ezeiza [air
port], the Naval Machine School, and

the naval yards. Some of the insurgent
troops posted themselves in front of

the government house. At noon, three

Glenn Martin and Catalina airplanes
flew over the Plaza de Mayo and
bombed it. One bomb fell right on the
government house. Another exploded

on a trolley bus full of passengers;

it turned onto its side, dumping its

load of wounded and dead onto the

pavement.

There were repeated air attacks. The
last one came at 6:00 p.m., but the
rebels, who did not win the support
of the other branches of the armed

forces, were repressed. Thirty-eight air
planes left for Uruguay; on board
one of them was one of the civilian

chiefs of the whole motley crew, the
Radical Miguel Angel Zavala Ortiz.

In spite of the fact that the coup

was defeated militarily, it was a com

plete triumph politically. The govern
ment came out of it weakened, while

the number of its opponents had
grown: All the opposing forces needed

to do was better coordinate their social,
political, and military forces. The
navy attempt failed because it reflected

exclusively those interests favoring a
coup who were the most pro-Yankee,

and they attempted to go it alone.

Perdn's response to the coup com

pletely disarmed the workers and pre
vented any possibility of the workers
defending themselves. In place of ap
pealing to them and their organiza
tion to struggle — even though they

were the only national sector that was
prepared to lay it on th, line for Perdn
— he made his famous "pacification"

speech. In the name of this concept,

he permitted the forces of reaction to
commit the worst outrages.

In fact, on June 16 itself, Peron

spoke in order to praise the army

and to say that, thanks to it, the situa
tion had been saved: "All the generals

of the republic, the commanding of

ficers, officers, noncommissioned of

ficers, and soldiers have demonstrated

that they can brilliantly carry out their
duty. . . ."
Who were these generals? Arambu-

ru, Lagos, Videla Balaguer, Uranga,
Bengoa, to name a few. Precisely the
same ones who three months later

overthrew him.

Perdn called for faith in the execu

tioners. And not only this, but he

called for people to remain calm, not
to get organized, not to defend them
selves. Following Perdn spoke Di Pie-

tro, assistant secretary of the GOT
[Confederacidn General del Trabajo
— General Confederation of Labor],

who said the following: ".. . the CGT

strongly urges all the workers . . .
to keep the necessary calm, and to
do this in the venerated memory of
Eva Perdn. ... I want to render our

emotion-filled homage to the glorious

Argentine army, which, by merging
with the people, has defended it like

a great man protecting a child. . . ."

And just so that there can be no

doubt that the workers, rather than

organize for struggle, had to passive

ly place their faith in the military,
the "saviors of the homeland," Di Pie-

tro then read the following resolution:
"The CGT has prepared a general

stoppage of all activity tomorrow as a

sign of grief. This strike, companeros,

must be quietly observed in our own

homes. . .."

A sector of the Peronist movement

itself, together with worker and revo
lutionary militants, ignored this paci

fication order. They went out into the

streets to demonstrate, and this resulted

in churches being set on fire.

Then Perdn accused the "Com

munists." (Now the reference is to
"Trotskyists," but the purpose is the

same.) On June 19 [ 1955], Perdn, while
speaking to the staff of the union bu
reaucracy in the CGT, made accusa
tions against the "Communists," called
for "more and better work," and again

praised the army. A few days later,
he offered all the parties radio time

and newspaper space to state their
positions and to begin a dialogue
aimed at reaching an agreement with
them.

Three Months Later, the Fall

Thanks to the paralysis of the work
ers, who were held back by the union

bureaucracy on orders from Perdn,
the anti-Perdn forces continued to grow

stronger and stronger. The plotting
was done openly, and the only re

sponse of the Peronist movement was

to increasingly praise the army that
was to overthrow it.

From that point on, the collapse

was very simple. Perdn, in spite of
the backing of the working class, fell
from power in a pitiful fashion.

At the end of August, Perdn made
his last "peace offer" —his resignation

in return for negotiations. The opposi
tion ignored it: It wanted to completely
destroy him. A few days later it hap

pened.

For a few days, beginning Septem
ber 16, sectors of the military in the

interior rebelled. They were relatively

small forces, but the government was

paralyzed. The last measure it took
was to decree a curfew; that is, it

placed a ban on the workers them
selves taking to the streets to strug

gle and defend themselves. Peron

wanted to work everything out between
the top political and military cliques.

From that point on, no settlement was

possible. And thus began the new,

"liberated" era. □

Conspiracy Foiled
Six marines stationed on a U. S. base

in Japan were arrested July 4 for distribu
ting "unauthorized pamphlets" on the base.
The pamphlets in question consisted of
excerpts from the U. S. Declaration of
Independence.

A spokesman at the base said that the
pamphlets were "considered by the com
mand to he advocating overthrow of the
government."

The six men have been released, but
are still "under investigation." Presumably
they will be indicted for participation in
a "conspiracy" led by George Washing
ton and Thomas Jefferson.
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Puerto Rican Governor Colls Out Notional Guord

Firemen, Electrical Workers Strike

San Juan

"We will return to work when the

government does us justice," said Vi

cente Melendez Borges, president of
the Puerto Rican United Firemen's

Union, as he urged his members July
11 to remain on strike.

These words reflected the feelings
of thousands of workers throughout
Puerto Rico as a major strike wave
swept the island. Anger mounted when
Governor Rafael Hernandez Colon

mobilized the National Guard against

striking firemen and water and elec
trical workers.

The National Guard took over the

operation of fire-fighting facilities, and

occupied installations of the govern

ment-owned electrical company, hard

hit by the strike begun July 5 by
the 7,000-member Electrical Workers

Union. Much of the island was left

without electricity or running water.

A major confrontation occurred July

7. The National Guard, attempting

to break through picket lines at the

main firehouse in Santurce, fired shots

and tear gas, injuring several people.

The 1,350 striking firemen defied

a court order July 10 to end their

strike, already into its eighth day, and
union leaders went into hiding to

avoid being served with contempt-of-

court citations.

The firemen and water and electrical

workers, along with sanitation work

ers who struck at the beginning of

July, were demanding major improve

ments in working conditions, a shorter

workweek, and higher pay.
A united labor march and rally,

estimated to number 15,000 workers,

was held July 11 in San Juan to pro

test the governor's use of the National

Guard. Called by the Movimiento

Obrero Unido (MOU—United Work
ers Movement), the action was spon

sored by nearly sixty unions. The

demonstrators marched from the

strike-bound Corona Brewery in San

turce to a rally point one block from
the governor's mansion, taking over

all four lanes on Ponce de Le'on

Avenue, one of San Juan's main thor

oughfares, during the greater part of

the march. Among the participants

were Pedro Grant, coordinator of

MOU and secretary-treasurer of the

Boilermakers Union; Vicente Melen

dez Borges, president of the United

Firemen's Union; Francisco Delgado
Reyes, president of the Electrical

Workers Union (UIPICE); leaders of
the Teamsters, Factory Operators,

Teachers, Artists, Entertainment Tech

nicians and Telephone Workers

unions; Carlos Gallisd, attorney for
the Firemen; a Puerto Rican Indepen

dence party (PIP) representative to

the House; Ruben Berrios, PIP pres

ident and member of the Senate; and

Juan Mari Brds, secretary-general of

the Puerto Rican Socialist party.

Although a military helicopter flew
over the crowd, there was no police

interference with the demonstration.

During the rally, Pedro Grant scored

Felix Morales Evaristo Toledo, pres

ident of the Union of Heavy Equip

ment Workers and of the Congress

of Industrial Unions, for his support

of the governor's call-up of the Na

tional Guard. Other speakers were Ra

mon Reyes, vice-president of the

United Firemen's Union; M. Paghn,

secretary-treasurer of the Teamsters;

Ernesto Diaz, president of local 610

of the Foodworkers Union; Victor Gui-

llermo Ferndndez, a leading member

of the Rio Piedros chapter of UTIER

(Union de Trabajadores de la Indus-

tria Electrica y Riego — Electrical and

Irrigation Workers Union); Maria Ca-

sado, president of the Telephone
Workers Union; and Cdndido Gar-

sUld, president of the Taxi Workers

Union.

Meanwhile, various meetings were

held between workers and government
representatives with no apparent re

sults.

However, in a separate move the

governor's office announced its inten

tion to order for the firemen new

trucks to replace those ten years old,

new security equipment, and three new
auto-trucks for the fire-fighting fleet.

The governor claimed the agreement
was a result of talks between the fire

chief and the government personnel
director, and was not due to the strike.

In addition, Ernesto Ramos Yorddn,

Speaker of the House, proposed that
a special commission be setup within

fifteen days to study the wage de
mands of the firemen and to report
back to the governor within three
months.

At a meeting held July 12, addressed
by Pedro Grant; Angel M. Agosto,

labor affairs secretary of the Puerto

Rican Socialist party; and firemen's

attorney Carlos Gallisa, the firemen

voted to accept the proposals, inter

preted by Gallisa as a partial vic

tory for the union.

The eight-day sanitation workers

strike in San Juan was settled July 9.

When news reached the striking elec

trical and water workers July 10 of

a secret settlement made with Gov

ernor Hernhndez Colon behind the

back of the negotiating committee by

UTIER President Juan G. Morero,

irate workers massed in front of the

union's national office demanding Mo-

rero's resignation and resumption of
the strike. The State Council, the

union's leading body, soon afterward

repudiated the agreement and an
nounced the strike would go on. The

morning of July 11, Morero and his

supporters ordered picket lines to dis

band and strikers to return to work

under threat of losing their jobs. That

night, the State Council voted to ac

cept an agreement, which apparently

was larger than that first announced

by Morero.

The workers gained a company-

paid dental plan; 7 percent of the
yearly salary as a bonus; increases

in overtime rates and meal allow

ances; special compensation for line

men working under hazardous con

ditions; and increases of various in

surance benefits.

The break in the strike leadership

confused UTIER workers and led to

their return to work without winning

many of their demands, in particular
the demand for payment of social se

curity contributions by the employer
instead of by the workers. Local
UTIER leaders, especially in the pow

erful Rio Piedras chapter, vowed to

continue the fight against Morero and

to call for a special convention to

press for his resignation. They feel
that the strike, the first in the union's

thirty-three year history, has taught
the workers many lessons that will
be of use in next year's wage nego

tiations with the employers. □
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'Let the Answer Stand, Whatever It Is'

Nixon's Defense Team Fumbles Its Assignment
By Allen Myers

After two Nixon loyalists had com

pleted their testimony before the Senate

Watergate committee July 10-13, Nix
on must have begun wondering who

is going to protect him from his de
fenders.

The only witnesses heard during the
week were John Mitchell, former at

torney general and director of the
Committee to Re-elect the President

(CREEP), and White House special
counsel Richard Moore. Both men

denied that Nixon was in any way

involved in the Watergate cover-up,

but their denials were singularly un

convincing.

Mitchell's testimony in particular
pictured Nixon as being deliberately
blind, moving the New York Times

to comment in a July 14 editorial:

"The White House defense platoon is

only convicting itself and its leader

of incompetence, an incompetence too

dangerous to be contemplated in com

fort. If Mr. Nixon really knew and

cared so little about what trusted men

were doing in his shadow, there are

two possible conclusions. One is that

Mr. Nixon's political skill and sense

of responsibility were inadequate to

the demands of leading a powerful

government. The more plausible con
clusion is that Mr. Nixon simply did

not want to know."

Mitchell's testimony generally fol
lowed the outlines that had been pre

dicted. He admitted having been pres

ent at three meetings during which an

espionage and sabotage plan de

veloped by Watergate conspirator

Gordon Liddy was discussed. But in

contrast to other witnesses, who testi-_

fied that Mitchell raised only partial

objections to the plan and eventually
approved it, Mitchell claimed that he

"rejected" the Liddy proposals every

time they were raised. This left him
somewhat at a loss in trying to ex
plain to the committee why Liddy pro
duced new versions of the plan and
eventually carried it out.

Mitchell also admitted participating

in the cover-up after the Watergate
burglars were arrested on June 17,

1972. He did so, he said, in order

to prevent disclosure of "White House
horror stories" such as the burglary

of Daniel Ellsberg's psychiatrist's

office, because such disclosure would
hurt Nixon's reelection campaign.

Mitchell claimed that he had only

one conversation about Watergate

with Nixon, on June 20, supposedly

before Mitchell himself knew what was

involved. This testimony aroused con
siderable skepticism in view of
Mitchell's close relations with Nixon.

Moreover, in attempting to portray

Nixon as a complete innocent.

• to
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MOORE: Ihe best defense is a poor
memory.

Mitchell inadvertently undermined one
of Nixon's later defenses. Mitchell
vigorously denied that Nixon had
asked him about his involvement in
the cover-up during a meeting on
March 22 of this year. Senator
Lowell Weicker then pointed out that
this was a peculiar omission in view
of Nixon's April 17 statement that
"On March 21, as a result of serious
charges which came to my atten

tion . . . 1 began intensive new in
quiries into this whole matter."

Weicker: "But we knew from the
president's own statement that on the
day before, new inquiries were made
into the whole matter. And here he
had standing before him the follow
ing day the head of the Committee to
Re-elect the President. Were any in
quiries made at all of the former head
of the Committee to Re-elect the Presi
dent?"

Mitchell: "No, sir, the conversations
were just as 1 have reported them."

Weicker: "So in effect, no inquiry,
even though the president stated that
new inquiries were being made, no
inquiry was being made of you by
this particular group of gentlemen,
either the president or Mr. Haldeman
or Mr. Ehrlichman or Mr. Dean, in
that room at that time?"

Mitchell: "There was no discussion.
Senator."

On other subjects, Mitchell denied
everything of which there was not al
ready overwhelming evidence. He
contradicted, for example, John
Dean's testimony that a campaign of
ficial had made illegal contacts with
Judge Charles Richey, who was hear
ing the Democratic party suit against
CREEP.

However, Mitchell's appointment
calendar shows that during August
and September 1972, he met at least
ten times with the official in question,
H. Roemer McPhee, who was general
counsel to the Republican National
Finance Committee. Since the finance
committee and CREEP were organiza
tionally independent, and Mitchell had
no responsibility for fund raising, it
would have been appropriate to ask
Mitchell just what he did discuss with
McPhee. The senators, however, ne
glected to question Mitchell about this
subject.

By the conclusion of his testimony,
Mitchell appeared to have convinced
the committee that he is a liar, but
had made little other impression.
Chief counsel Samuel Dash finished
off his questioning by telling Mitchell:
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.  . in order to believe your testi

mony, you would have to disbelieve

Mr. Magruder, Mr. Sloan, Mr. Mc-
Cord, Mr. Reisner, Mr. Stans, and

in some respects, Mr. Dean."

The next witness, Moore, was only
peripherally involved with Watergate,

but he was equally convinced of

Nixon's innocence. But he was ob

viously so confused and forgetful

that it would be difficult to credit his

testimony on any subject. Moore

couldn't remember the difference be

tween H. R. Haldeman and John

Ehrlichman, Nixon's top two aides.

He couldn't remember what he had

told the committee staff at earlier in

terviews, including one only a few

hours before he began his testimony.
At one point, under questioning

about a previous answer he had
given, the flustered Moore replied,

"I'll let the answer stand, whatever it

Moore had been called at that point

in the hearings at the request of presi
dential counsel Leonard Garment. The

Nixon gang apparently expected him
to be a powerful witness in Nixon's

defense. If Moore is the most con

vincing witness they can find, Nixon
is in serious trouble.

Moore's testimony was considerably

overshadowed by the developing dis
pute between Nixon and the Ervin

committee as to how much of the evi

dence against him Nixon will be al
lowed to conceal.

The disagreement has been ex
pressed in terms of "executive privilege"

and "separation of powers," with Nix
on contending that the U. S. Constitu

tion prohibits him from testifying be
fore the committee or giving it access
to White House papers.

The committee has agreed not to
try to force Nixon to testify, but even
Republican Senator Edward Gurney,

Nixon's most faithful supporter on

the committee, said he thinks the panel

should get whatever relevant docu
ments it wants. Sam Ervin, during

his questioning of Mitchell, offered his

opinion that nothing in the Constitu
tion required Nixon to run for reelec
tion or to conceal crimes, and that

therefore the doctrine of executive priv

ilege did not apply.

On July 12, Ervin announced that
Nixon had agreed to meet with him
in an effort to avoid a "constitutional

confrontation," but the scheduled meet

ing was delayed indefinitely when Nix-
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ERVIN: Constitution doesn't require Nix
on to conceal crimes.

on was hospitalized that night with

viral pneumonia.

Among the documents reportedly
sought by the committee are news sum

maries prepared for Nixon by his

staff and papers concerning the pur

chase of his Florida and California

estates.

While it remains to be seen how

much Nixon will be able to withhold

from the Ervin committee, new evi

dence implicating him has been pro

vided from another source.

John M. Crewdson reported in the

July 13 New York Times that the

former attorney for four of the Water

gate burglars has told assistants to

special prosecutor Archibald Cox that

his clients pleaded guilty in the Janu

ary 1973 trial because they were prom

ised money and executive clemency.

The attorney, Henry Rothblatt, re

portedly said that the four —Bernard

Barker, Frank Sturgis, Eugenio Mar
tinez, and Virgilio Gonzalez — were of

fered a "package deal" that required
them to plead guilty and remain silent.

In return, they were to receive $1,000

a month while in prison, executive

clemency after "a little less than a
year," and "rehabilitation" when they

were released.

The promises to the four were said

to have been carried by E. Howard

Hunt, who also pleaded guilty. Hunt

and his wife, who was killed in an

airplane crash last December, are

known to have received large sums

of money from CREEP for distribu
tion to the other burglars.

Rothblatt's reported testimony would

tend to confirm John Dean's story

before the Senate committee. Dean said

he had sent messages to James Mc-
Cord offering him executive clemency
because he knew that it had already
been promised to Hunt and the others.

Dean also testified that Nixon admitted

having authorized the promises. □

Did Provocateur Fire on Notional Guard?

New Light Shed on Kent State Massacre
The Kent State massacre of May

1970 may have been touched off by
an FBI provocateur, according to
new information coming to light as a
by-product of the Watergate scandal.

Four students died at the Ohio uni
versity campus on May 4, 1970, when
National Guard troops opened fire
on students protesting Nixon's in
vasion of Cambodia. Some of the

Guardsmen later claimed that they
had been fired on by a sniper im
mediately before they opened up on
the students, but no evidence was ever
produced to support this claim.

Nationwide revulsion at the brutal
murders contributed to the massive
antiwar upsurge of May 1970 and
forced the Nixon administration to
promise at least token action against
those involved. As late as July 29,
1970, for example, John Mitchell, then
attorney general, publicly stated that
an investigation had uncovered "ap
parent violations of federal law."
Mitchell promised that if Ohio author
ities did not take action, the federal
government would do so.

The Ohio grand jury that was con
vened, however, conducted a witch-
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hunt against the students rather than
an investigation of the murders.
Twenty-five students were indicted, but
the indictments were later thrown out

by a higher court.
Both Mitchell and his successor as

attorney general, Richard Kleindienst,
refused to convene the promised
federal grand jury. In the three years
since the murders, the Nixon adminis

tration has ignored requests from the
victims' parents and a petition signed
by 50,000 persons. A lawsuit filed by
the parents has so far been unsuccess

ful.

The Nixon gang has also refused to
make public —or even to provide to
members of Congress —the report of
the FBI's investigation of the killings.
On May 23 of this year, Robert
Murphy, the head of the criminal di
vision of the Justice Department, wrote

to a student who had offered new evi

dence in the case that his information

"did not warrant a change" in the Jus

tice Department's refusal to call a
grand jury. Murphy's letter was writ
ten before he had seen the offered ma

terial.

But the explosion of the Watergate
cover-up has prompted the press and
a few members of Congress to take a
look at what the Nixon administra

tion is covering up in regard to Kent
State. As Trudy Rubin reported in the

June 19 Christian Science Monitor.

"This [congressional] interest stems
in large part from growing skepticism
among some congressmen as to the
political neutrality of the [Justice] de
partment under Attorneys General
John N. Mitchell and Richard G.

Kleindienst, in the wake of testimony

during the Watergate hearings."
During hearings on the confirma

tion of Clarence M. Kelley as the

new director of the FBI, Senator Birch

Bayh of Indiana asked Kelley to look

into the role played in the massacre

by a mysterious figure named Ter-

rence Norman.

Rubin reported July 11 that two

witnesses at Kent State have said that

Norman told them he was working

for the FBI and that they saw him
carrying a pistol immediately after
the National Guard opened fire.

The two witnesses are Michael De-

laney, a member of the National

Guard at the time and now a public
relations officer for the American

Bankers Association, and Fred De-

Brine, a television newscaster.

"Mr. Delaney . . . said in a tele
phone interview," Rubin wrote, "that
he first saw Mr. Norman when the

young man approached him for press

credentials as a photographer on the

day of the shootings. Mr. Norman

was registered as a part-time student

at the time. Mr. Delaney said he re
fused to give the credentials until Mr.

Norman returned with a man whom

Mr. Delaney recognized as a member

of the campus security force. Accord

ing to Mr. Delaney, the security officer

told Mr. Delaney that the youth need
ed credentials because he was 'shoot

ing pictures under contract for the
FBI' and 'had done it on other cam-
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MIICHELL: Another cover-up.

"Mr. Delaney said he next saw Mr.
Norman running down Blanket Hill,
the scene of the shooting, immediately
after the fusillade, holding a pistol.
Mr. Delaney says, 'When 1 got over
to him he said, "1 had to shoot. They
were going to kill me.'" Mr. Delaney
says he took the pistol and gave it
to a campus policeman, and the
latter exclaimed, 'My God, it's been
fired.'"

Delaney's story is confirmed by De-
Brine, who says that Norman several
times told him that he was working
for the FBI. DeBrine also saw Nor
man carrying the pistol.

Delaney and DeBrine were not called
by the Ohio grand jury, nor were they
ever interviewed by the FBI, even

though Delaney spoke to an agent and
gave him his name and address. Nor
man has since disappeared.

Photographers, even those employ
ed by the FBI, do not normally carry
pistols if their only assignment is
photography. If, as it appears, Nor
man was employed as a provocateur,
did he fire on the National Guard,
thus touching off the massacre?

This supposition would conform to
other known instances of provoca
tion by Nixon's secret agents during
this period. It is known, for example,
that FBI provocateur Larry Grath-
wohl, who reported directly to high
officials in the Justice Department, in
filtrated the Weathermen and organ
ized a series of bombings in 1969-
70. (See Intercontinental Press, May
28, 1973, p. 611.)

Another example from this period
is that of Thomas Tongyai, an FBI
agent better known as "Tommy the
Traveler." Posing as a member of
SDS, Tongyai attempted to interest
antiwar students in making bombs.
In early 1970, he regularly instructed
students at one college in the use of
an M-1 rifle.

In the days immediately after the
Kent massacre, Charles Grimm, a stu
dent at the University of Alabama em
ployed by the FBI, attempted on
several occasions to provoke riots by
throwing Molotov cocktails into the
street and by throwing rocks and
other objects at cops on the campus.
When these objects were thrown, the
cops responded by arresting a large
number of students. But it is obvious

that the response could just as easily
have imitated that of the National
Guard at Kent.

There are numerous other examples
of provocations against the antiwar
movement and the left, usually car
ried out by empioyees of the FBI.
The testimony before the Senate Wa
tergate committee, and the exposure
of Nixon's 1970 secret spy plan,
make it clear that the Nixon gang
considered such tactics perfectly ac
ceptable against the antiwar move
ment.

Delaney and DeBrine's testimony is
thus backed by a wealth of circum
stantial evidence. And as with Water
gate, the evidence points toward the
highest levels of the White House as
being ultimately responsible for ap
proving the crime and its cover-up. □
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Portuguese Troops in Mozambique Murder Hundreds of Civilians

Outcry in Britain Protests London-Lisbon Alliance
London

"This obscene savagery . . . has no

parallel . . . since the days of the Nazi

massacres."

With these words, Opposition leader

Harold Wilson presented a motion in
the House of Commons July 11 calling
for the immediate cancellation of Portu

guese Premier Marcello Caetano's

scheduled visit to Britain. Caetano was

due to arrive in London July 16 to

participate in week-long celebrations
of the 600-year-old treaty between Brit

ain and Portugal, "Britain's oldest
aUy."

Wilson's move was motivated by the

widespread revulsion throughout Brit

ain following a front-page report in the
prestigious Times of London, alleging
massive indiscriminate slaughters of
unarmed civilians in Mozambique by
Portuguese troops, "for ghastliness
each rivalling that of My Lai, in Viet
nam."

The July 10 Times article asserted
that Portuguese soldiers and security
police shot, burned, beat, and muti

lated more than 400 men, women,

and children December 16, 1972, at
Wiriyamu, a village in western Mozam
bique. The account lists the names

of 133 victims, many of them infants,
and says they were slaughtered be
cause they helped FRELIMO (Frente
de Libertagao de Mogambique — Mo
zambique Liberation Front).
The report gave a detailed picture

of the mass terror methods of the

Portuguese army in Mozambique.
"Following a bombardment, the sol
diers who had been transported by
helicopter invaded it [Wiriyamu] with
ferocity. . . . [They] began ransacking
the huts, and this was followed im

mediately by the massacre of the peo
ple.

"One group of soldiers got together
a part of the people in a courtyard
to shoot them. The villagers were
forced to sit in two groups, the men
on one side and the women on the

other. . . . By means of a signal, a
soldier indicated whom he wished, ei
ther man or woman.

"The indicated person stood up, sep
arating himself from the group. The

soldier shot him. . . . Many children

at the breast and on the backs of their

mothers were shot at the same time as

their mothers. . . .

"One woman called Vaina was in

vited to stand up. She had her child
in her arms, a boy of nine months.

The woman fell dead with a bullet

shot. The child fell with his mother

and sat by her. He cried desperately
and a, soldier advanced to stop him
crying. He kicked the boy violently,
destroying his head. 'Shut up, dog,'

the soldier said.

"The prostrate child cried no more

and the soldier returned with his boot

covered with blood. His fellow soldiers

acclaimed his deed with a round of ap
plause. 'Well done, you are a brave

man.' . . .

"Other soldiers, wandering about,
forced people into their huts, which
they then set alight, and the people
were burnt to death inside them. Some

times, before setting fire to the huts,

they threw hand grenades inside which

exploded over the victims. . . .

"Wandering about the village, the

soldiers found a woman named Zos-

tina, who was pregnant. They asked
her the sex of the child inside her.

'I don't know,' she replied. 'You soon

will,' they said. Immediately they

opened her stomach with knives, vio

lently extracting her entrails. Showing
her the foetus, which throbbed con

vulsively, they said: 'Look, now you
know.' Afterwards, the woman and

child were consumed in the flames.

"Other soldiers amused themselves

by grasping children by their feet and

striking them on the ground. . . .

"Several officers of the Directorate-

General of Security (DOS) ac
companied the soldiers and were also

involved in the killing. One of them,

before killing, began sometimes by

attacking the victims with his fists until

they were exhausted. Then he gave
them the finishing shot. . . .

". . . On the following day many
corpses of adolescents and children

from 11 to 15 years were found at

the Nyantawatawa River. They could

be counted by tens. The bodies were

totally mutilated.

"Some of them had been decapitated
and others had had their heads

smashed. The corpses werelying about

in different positions. Some were piled

up in mounds, others thrown aside,

some side by side, the greater number

scattered along the river. There were

indications that there had been some

ghastly game before the victims were
massacred. There were no survivors

to explain what happened."

Father Adrian Hastings, a lecturer
on African affairs at the College of
the Ascension in Birmingham and au

thor of the Times article, said that in

"carrying out the systematic genocidal
massacre" of villages, the Portuguese
security forces "feel free in the knowl

edge that there are no journalists for

hundreds of miles and the victims

know no European language; but the

Spanish missionaries in the area ob

tained detailed information and them

selves buried many of the victims."

Three Spanish missionaries expelled
from Mozambique have stated, ac

cording to a July 11 Washington Post

dispatch from Madrid, that two oftheir

fellow priests had personally met sur
vivors of the attack at Wiriyamu.
F ather Moure, one of the three

declaring their confirmation of the Wi

riyamu massacre, stated: "If no one

believes our statements, let them ask

the Bishop of Tete, Cesar Augusto,
who flew over the area in a helicopter

after the slaughter."

A few survivors of the massacre

slipped away from the carnage and
gave their story to some Burgos mis

sionaries in the area, whose report,

compiled in Madrid, was the source

of Father Hastings's Times article.

Soon after the publication of this
report, information about other mas

sacres began to come to light, indi

cating that the Wiriyamu massacre

was no isolated event but part of a

systematic campaign of terror against

the African population of Mozambique.

Peter Niesewand, writing in the July

11 issue of the Manchester Guardian,

relayed a documented account of mas

sacres carried out in the Mucumbura
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di^ict of Tete Province that had been
brought out of Mozambique by

another priest, Father Luis Alfonso

da Costa. Father da Costa's account

mentions massacres of civilians in the

villages of Kapinga and Catacha on

May 7, 1971, Deveteve in September

1971, and Antonio in late 1971.

Niesewand writes that "at the time

of the alleged massacres, thousands
of Mozambique Africans fled across

the border into neighbouring Malawi,

and an estimated 5,000 set up camp

in friendly villages.

"In interviews with journalists, sev

eral villagers said they were sympa

thetic to Frelimo and had fled to avoid

Ul-treatment [sic] by the Portuguese.

In particular, they said the Portuguese

soldiers had ordered mothers to pulp

their children to death in 'ntondos' —

large wooden pestles for grinding
maize."

Two priests, Martin Hernandez and

Alfonso Valverde, had attempted to

publicise and protest the killings. They
were arrested by the Portuguese au

thorities in Mozambique, and have

been detained without trial in Lou-

rengo Marques, the capital, for the

past eighteen months. Similar reports
of atrocities have been received from

time to time by Amnesty International

and the Tanzanian government.

The widespread use of terror
methods by the Portuguese army indi

cates that the rural population is ac

tively assisting the FRELIMO freedom

fighters. The Portuguese army in Mo

zambique, now 60,000 strong, is

unable to control most of the three

northern provinces of Tete, Cabo Del-
gado, and Niassa, where the fighting

first began in 1964. FRELIMO has

opened a new front in the central pro

vince of Manica e Sofala in the last

few months.

The July 11 Manchester Guardian

reported that ". . . the guerrillas have

appeared in strength in the central
areas of the country for the first time

this year in an effort to cut the road
and rail links between Beira and the

Rhodesian border. It is also known

that the fighting has escalated sharp

ly since the end of the Vietnam war

and that Portugal's campaign to win

over the local population in areas

of Frelimo influence has not been as

successful as has been claimed."

Portugal's problems are not confined

to Mozambique. More than 150,000

CAETANO

Portuguese troops are now stationed
in Angola, Guinea-Bissau, and Mo
zambique. For a relatively backward
country like Portugal, where illiteracy

runs as high as 40 percent and per
capita income is only £120 per year,
the burden of these colonial wars is

becoming enormous. More than 50

percent of the Portuguese government's

annual budget is now devoted to mili
tary expenditure.

The worldwide response to the Mo

zambique massacres could exacerbate

still further the Portuguese regime's

difficulties in clinging to its colonies.

The International Confederation of

Free Trade Unions has called from

Brussels for an immediate United Na

tions investigation of the massacres.

In Britain, Portuguese government de
nials of the allegations, charging that
they are part of "a visible campaign"
to provoke "violence" on the eve of
Premier Caetano's visit to London,

have had little effect. Labour party

leader Harold Wilson's House of Com

mons motion calling for cancellation
of the Caetano visit was paralleled by

a motion from Liberal party leader

Jeremy Thorpe. Lord Caradon,
former British ambassador to the

United Nations, also supported the

proposal. Even much of the bourgeois
press joined the call to withdraw Cae
tano's invitation. The Times of

London said Caetano should come to

London only If he permits an outside
inquiry into the alleged massacre. The

Daily Mirror ran a big headline "This
Man is Not Welcome" alongside a grim

photo of Caetano. The Sun called him
a "Massacre Premier" and declaimed,

"Don't Let This Dictator Into Britain."

Despite the outcry in Britain, the
Tory government of Edward Heath,
one of Portugal's most consistent sup

porters, has refused to cancel the visit,
or to seek any information or explana

tion about the reported massacres. The

government claims it has no right to
make any such request.

British and Portuguese security men

have been planning extra precautions,

including a strong personal body
guard, for Caetano's visit.
A national demonstration against

the visit and against the continued
Portuguese wars in Africa is scheduled
for July 15 in London. A developing

movement of opposition to the Portu

guese colonial wars will increasingly
constrain the ability of the major impe

rialist powers to continue to bolster

the Portuguese war effort through eco
nomic, political, and military as

sistance. □

Black Workers Threaten Strike

London Tightens Immigration Restrictions
London

"Black workers throughout Britain
will be asked to come out on strike
by immigrant organisations if the gov
ernment does not repeal the retrospec
tive parts of the 1971 Immigration
Act. The aim would be to paralyse
London Transport, Heathrow Airport,

British RaU, the Health Service and
the textile industry," reported Derek
Humphry in the June 24 issue of the
London Sunday Times.

There are about 800,000 black
workers from the Commonwealth in

Britain. More than 100,000 work in
transport, about 50,000 in textiles.
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about 120,000 in engineering, 70,000
in construction industries, and 120,-

000 in the service industries.

The strike call was accepted almost

unanimously at a national conference
of immigrant organisations held in
Southall, Middlesex, on June 23. The

200 delegates came from all over Brit
ain and were representative of
all races. The organisations present

also agreed to withdraw from all gov
ernment-aided bodies that claim to

seek racial harmony.

A conference held July 1 in London

was attended by 120 representatives

of the Indian, Pakistani, Bengali, and

West Indian communities, representing

about forty organisations. The con

ference set up a national coordinating
committee to combat racism and called

on all TUC (Trades Union Congress)

affiliates and on the TUC itself to

join the communities in their fight for
their rights.

The two conferences highlighted the

strong resentment and anger that ex

ist as a result of recent government

threats against and intimidation of
the black communities. The immediate

source of anger is the House of Lords
ruling June 11 that the provisions

of the 1971 Immigration Act are ap

plicable retrospectively.

The June 11 ruling refers to the sta

tus of immigrants who entered Britain

"illegally" before January 1, 1971. Pri

or to 1971, if they evaded immigra

tion control altogether and remained
undetected for six months, immigrants

were immune to prosecution and/or

deportation. With the 1971 act, the

government not only intended to block

this loophole, by extending the time

limit from six months to three years,

but also—as now revealed by

the House of Lords decision—to de

port even those immigrants who were
already in Britain and safe from pros
ecution.

The June 11 ruling is aimed not on

ly at those black people who are now
classified as "Ulegal," but at the entire

black community in Britain. Fear of

arrest, harassment, and deportation

has been greatly increased.
"Some Asian immigrants," reported

Rosemary Collins in the June 15 issue

of the Manchester Guardian, "had not

reported for work, others had moved
house, and a few had approached
community organisations for advice.
Many of these were not resident in

this country illegally, but did not fully
understand tbeir legal position."

One example of the type of harass

ment that has been unleashed against

the black community is the procedure,

unofficially in operation for sometime,

whereby the Department of Health and
Social Security can request proof of

identity before issuing National Insur
ance cards. Sir Keith Joseph an

nounced in the House of Commons

June 19 that he would shortly be in

troducing a new ruling that would

require immigrants to produce pass

ports when applying for their cards.
According to Lord ColvUie, under
secretary of state at the Home Office,
"This enables personal particulars to

be verified for National Insurance pur

poses. If examination by a public of
ficer of a passport shows that the hold

er may be in the country unlawfully,
it would be wrong for that officer not

to bring the matter to notice."

In other words, the government in

tends to utilise the Department of

Health and Social Security as a police

agency in stepping up the intimidation

of black people. Similarly, there is evi
dence that black families are being

asked to produce their passports when
their children reach school age, al

though the education authorities have

no right to ask for them.
The very real threat that exists can

be gauged from a report in the June
25 London Times. According to Chris
topher Sweeney, Mr. Lane, under-sec-
retary of state at the Home Office,
has admitted that "illegal immigrants

have been deported from Britain with

out their families or friends being in

formed."

Since the onus of proof that an im

migrant is legally resident in Britain
rests with the individual, immigrants

returning from holidays overseas run

the risk of being refused entry unless

they can produce documentary evi
dence of previous residence. In a re

cent case reported in the June 15 Guar
dian, three High Court judges ruled
that Mohammed Mugal, a Pakistani

who had been held in custody since his

return from a four-month visit to Pak

istan, had not previously been legally

resident at his home in Lancashire.

Mr. Mugal had lost his original pass

port; his new passport indicated only
the date he had left Britain for Pakis

tan and not his first date of entry.

An immigration adviser in Leeds,

Mrs. Maureen Baker, said, according

to the Guardian-. "There is a growing

feeling that documents such as these

[passports, letters from teachers and

employers] must be carried regularly

to comply with stop and search pro

cedures." Certainly there is every pos

sibility now that a black person picked

up for a minor offense, such as a traf
fic violation, will be compelled to show

his or her passport.

Immediately after the June 11 ruling

the Joint CouncU for the Welfare of

Immigrants and the National Coun

cil for Civil Liberties announced that

they would take cases to the European

Commission of Human Rights. Ille

gal immigrants who fear for their im
mediate safety will have their cases

taken to the commission within forty-

eight hours. The two organisations

maintain that the effects of the June

11 ruling wUi run counter to the Euro

pean Convention on Human Rights,
Article 3 of which states that no one

should be subjected to inhuman or de
grading treatment or punishment.

The black organisations, in addi

tion to appealing to the trade-union
movement to back their demands,

have called a demonstration in Lon

don July 22. They are also planning

to lobby the High Commissions of
India, Pakistan, and other Common

wealth countries urging them to stop

any British attempt to deny citizen

ship rights.

At the second of the two conferences

of immigrant organisations, that part

of a resolution calling on all minority
organisations to withdraw from co

operation with state-sponsored bodies

(the Race Relations Board, Communi

ty Relations Commission and its coun-
cOs, and the United Kingdom Immi

grants Advisory Service) was defeated

by 53 votes to 50, according to the
July 2 issue of the Morning Star. How
ever, many of the black organisations,

such as the large Indian Workers'

Association, have individually with
drawn their participation on these

bodies. □

Britons Call for Withdrawal From Ireland

There is growing sentiment in Britain
for military withdrawal from Northern
Ireland, reported the July 11 Christian
Science Monitor. More than 42,000 per
sons signed an "Out Now" petition circu
lated last month in Reading by the mother
of a twenty-one-year-oid soldier serving in
Ulster.
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No 'Convergence' of the Two Economies

Behind the Expansion of Soviet-U.S. Trade
By Dick Roberts

U. S. corporations and the Soviet
government are in the process of ne

gotiating the largest commercial ven

tures ever undertaken by private in

dustry or public agencies. These are

two projects to pipe thousands of mil
lions of cubic feet of natural gas from

the fields of eastern and western

Siberia to the Soviet ports of Mur

mansk and Nakhodka, respectively,

where the gas will then be shipped

to the east and west coasts of the

United States.

The Yakutsk-Nakhodka project, in

volving the Occidental Petroleum Cor

poration and the El Paso Natural

Gas Company, is already at the"agree-
ment of intent" stage. It will include

investments of $10 thousand million

and covers twenty-five years of con

struction and delivery. If fully ex

ploited, the mammoth Siberian oil

fields will produce per day twice the
average daily consumption of gas in

New York state.

These are the largest of more than

1,000 joint manufacturing or produc
tion agreements now existing between

the capitalist West and the workers

states of the East. New York's two

largest banks, the First National City
Bank and the Chase Manhattan Bank

— two of the central pillars of world

imperialism — are opening branches in

Moscow. This most illustrates the

striking turn in economic relations be

tween the United States and the So

viet Union that has developed in the

last two years.

What is the pianned and potential

scope of the new "partnership"? What
are Washington's objectives? To an
swer these questions it is helpful to

glance at the background of the eco
nomic turn. The relaxation of the Cold

War embargo on imperiaiist trade with
and investment in the Soviet Union

and Eastern Europe did not begin
in the United States, nor is it only a
few years old. It began in Western

Europe more than a decade ago.

From Togliatti to the Kama
River

Trade relations between Western and
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Eastern Europe gradually opened up

in the late 1950s and early 1960s. Even
with the barbed wire around West Ber

lin, trade mounted between the two

Germanies, from $560 million in 1961

to $1,600 million in 1971, so that
West Germany became East Germany's
biggest trading partner next to the So
viet Union. But this was relatively

unpublicized until recently.
The first major breakthrough of

Western capital into the Soviet market

itself was Moscow's May 1966 agree

ment to allow the Fiat corporation

of Italy to build an $887 million auto
plant in the Ukraine. Constructed in
the river city of Stavropol-on-the-Vol-
ga (renamed "Togliatti" to suit the oc
casion), this gigantic plant was sched

uled to produce about 2,000 medium-
sized cars a day by 1972 (the Fiat

124 modified for Soviet weather condi

tions).

Large-scale operations are one of
the typical features of the new "co-
production." When completed, the To

gliatti plant will raise Soviet car out

put from roughly 200,000 autos a

year to 700,000-800,000. The plant
will employ 70,000 workers, turning
the old river city 500 miles east of

Moscow into a large industrial center.

The giant sums of money required
for such projects are raised by
banking syndicates in combination

with governments. Credit is advanced

to Moscow on a long-term, fixed-inter

est-rate basis. Italy itself provided cred

its of $322 million for the Fiat venture.

The loan is to be repaid by Moscow

at 5.5 percent over fourteen years.

In December 1969 a second large-
scale Italo-Soviet agreement was pro
jected, whereby Italy would be sup
plied with 100 thousand million cubic

meters of Russian gas over a period
of twenty years. The purchaser is ENI,

the big Italian oil firm. This would

run to about $3 thousand million.

But at the time the agreement was

announced, it provided for "only"

$200 million worth of purchases of
Italian machinery over five years at

6 percent interest. (See the British

Financial Times, December 11, 1969.)

Parallel to these developments

Japan had begun regular commercial
trading with the Soviet Union and also
was conducting periodic high-level
meetings to explore the possibility of
opening up the Siberian gas fields.
Between 1960 and 1970 trade between

Japan and all of the Eastern workers
states had climhed sharply. Eastern

exports to Japan rose from $110 mil

lion to $750 million, an increase of

582 percent; Japanese exports to East

ern countries rose from $75 million

to $1,040 million, an increase of 1,-

287 percent.

The trade between the USSR and

Japan in 1968 exceeded $500 million,

and it typified the exchange of West

ern technology for Soviet raw ma

terials. Japan supplied the USSR with

iron and steel, tractors, construction

machinery, scientific instruments and

machines, lumber, and heavy electrical

equipment and home electrical ap

pliances. Soviet exports to Japan in
cluded 2.7 million metric tons of coal,

2,764,000 metric tons of oil and oil

products, 1,224,000 tons of ferrous
ores and almost 6 million tons of tim

ber.

But Japan hesitated to supply the
large-scale credits asked by Moscow

to develop the Siberian natural gas
reserves. It was not until the United

States entered the picture in 1972 that

joint U. S.-Japanese projects in Siberia

were announced. The extent of Japan's

participation, undoubtedly small by
comparison to that of the United

States, has not been made clear. (See
New York Times, October 30, 1972.)

Meanwhile in 1969 the West German

firm of Mannesmann in Diisseldorf

had agreed to supply the Soviet Union

$598 mUiion worth of pipe to be re

paid in gas shipments to Austria and

Germany over a twenty-year period.

The smell of the multimillion and

sometimes multibUlion dollar contracts

reached Detroit. In April 1970 Henry

Ford 2d, inheritor of one of the cap

italist world's gigantic fortunes, went

to Moscow.



Ford was accorded the diplomatic
treatment usually offered heads of

state. He was asked to buUd a trucking
complex at Naberezhnye Chelny, 550
miles east of Moscow on the Kama

River. It would be the largest truck
plant in the world, with a planned
output of 150,000 eight-ton trucks a
year by 1974. The price would be
several thousand million dollars and

the British, French, and West German

capitalists had already been forced
to turn down the offer. Ford said he

would think it over.

One month later the project was
scotched by Washington. lnMayl970,
after all, U. S. imperialism was at war
in Southeast Asia with one of Mos

cow's allies. The USSR was shipping
weapons to Hanoi, as U. S. war sec

retary Melvin Laird pointed out to

Ford. Washington chose to keep the
bait of economic aid dangling in Mos
cow's eyes for two more years, in the
meantime insisting that other aspects
of the detente ought to be agreed upon
first.

Think-Tanking on It

Momentum in the United States to

change U. S. economic policy towards
the Soviet Union began to pick up
in 1969-70, undoubtedly as a result
of the recession and the balance

of payments crisis. But significant

moves on this front did not take place
unto 1971-72. By that time the
prestigious Committee for Economic

Development (CED) had reversed its
earlier position of only lukewarm sup
port for trade with workers states.

In September 1972, the CED released

a statement entitled "A New Trade

Policy Toward Communist Countries."
It is worth taking a closer look at

this authoritative document. The CED

is a unique think-tank in that its board

of trustees consists exclusively of the
directors of the most powerful U. S.
corporations. For example, the pres
ent CED is chairman Emilio C. Col-

lad o, executive vice-president of Stan
dard Oil of New Jersey; two of its
five vice-chairmen are Fred J. Borch,

head of General Electric, and John

D. Harper, chairman of the Aiumi-

num Company of America. Just these

three men bring together the Rocke
feller, J. P. Morgan, and Mellon sec
tors of U. S. finance capital.
The CED stressed the edge that the

imperialist rivals of the United States

had already gained in trade with the

workers states: "Trade with the East of

most other Western industrialized coun

tries," it said, "though a small propor
tion of their total trade, was relatively
much greater than that of the United

States. For example, in 1971, the trade
of the six European Community (EC)
members with the East (which included

exports of U. S. manufacturing subsid
iaries operating in the Community)
was more than ten times as great as
that of the United States, and the trade

of the European Free Trade Area

(EFTA) was almost six times larger."
CED noted that this trade is ex

panding at a faster rate than world

trade: "During the decade 1960-1970,
Eastern trade —both with the devel

oping countries and with the indus

trialized countries of the West-

increased by somewhat larger per
centages than did total world trade,

nearly tripling in dollar volume. Over

the decade, however, the communist

countries shifted their trade to some

extent away from other Eastern coun

tries to the industrial West."

CED sharply criticized both business

and trade-union officials for opposing
trade with the "Communist" bloc: ". . .

the maintenance of restrictions by the
United States is a gesture in futility
since other trading nations have re

laxed their restrictions. . . . American

business firms and their foreign sub
sidiaries have been deprived of nu
merous export opportunities. These

have been seized by European and
Japanese business competitors."
While strongly recommending re

moval of restriction on exports to the
Soviet Union, Eastern Europe, and
China, the CED specifically noted,
"There has been no change in the re
strictions and embargo on North
Korea, North Vietnam or Cuba." Fur

thermore it recommended that "the ex

port control chapter of U. S. history
should not be treated as closed."

In its own terminology the CED
emphasized the main advantage that
the U. S. capitalists have in catching
up with and overtaking their imperial
ist rivais: economic clout. "The most

important factor affecting the U.S.
trade potential in Eastern countries

may well be the extent to which there

is complementarity between the U. S.

economy and the communist econo

mies—taking into account not only
comparative advantages in produc

tion but also geographical location
and costs of transportation," the CED
stated.

Nixon's New Economic Policy

In August 1971 the Nixon admini
stration imposed a freeze on Ameri

can wages, devalued the dollar, and

escalated U. S. protectionist measures
in world-trade warfare. The same fac

tors that forced this drastic turn also

forced the White House to reverse its

policies on Soviet trade. In fact the

new policies on Soviet trade were part
of the New Economic Policy.
Peter C. Peterson, Nixon's assistant

for international economic affairs, ex
plained the motivations in the Decem

ber 1971 Peterson Report.

"Relations with the Communist

world are now opening up rapidly,"
Peterson said. "The United States has

a  long way to go in matching the
trade levels of East and West Europe
with each other."

In November 1971, Secretary of
Commerce Maurice Stans, and in
April 1972, Secretary of Agriculture
Earl Butz, went to Moscow to return

with optimistic predictions about the

future of U. S. trade. The May 1972
Nixon-Brezhnev summit in Moscow,
however, did not go beyond setting
up a "Joint Commercial Commission"

to negotiate further steps on trade.

But since then, the final difficulties

seem to have been ciearing up. On
May 30, Soviet State Planning Com
mission deputy chairman Mikhail

Misnik told New York Times reporter
Theodore Shabad, "It's about time we

moved beyond the Stone age practice
of, say, bartering a sheep for half
a camel. . . . if we advance beyond
that stage into iarge-scale arrange
ments in which the United States

would provide plant and equipment

and we would pay with raw materials

and the end products of such plants,

then the possibilities are indeed im

mense.

". . . Once we feel that there is

serious interest in a joint venture, the

problem of access can be overcome."

Misnik's allusion to the "Stone age"
represented an important concession

by Moscow to Western bankers. Many
Soviet and Eastern European trade
deals are bilateral: They only concern
the countries and products of a

specific trade agreement. These often

invoive payment in kind.

"Lord help the man in the barter

Intercontinental Press
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Kama River truck complex In Soviet Union. West German group won $1 25 million contract for it.

and counter-purchase jungle who gets
his sums wrong," The Economistcom-
plained January 6, 1973. "The
straight-laced IBM was recently to
take Polish-made Fiats as payment
for a computer. It could not sell them
and had in the end to offload them

in Egypt, where the payment arrange
ments are, shall we say, not ideal. . . .
A further irony, typical of east-west
trade, was that a British company
boss was at the very same time . . .
badgering the Poles to let him take
Fiats in payment; the Poles refused
because they were unable to make
Fiats for the British market with right-
hand drives."

Western businessmen argue for
multilateral trade relations based on
credit. The big coproduction agree
ments are of this type. The Kama
River truck plant that Ford had been
cut out of, for example, was by 1971
being built under contracts with a
number of firms. Renault is the main
contractor for its machine tools. A
£200 million British loan from the
Exports Credit Guarantees Depart
ment backs up British participation
in the project. The West German firm
of Liebherr Verzahntechnik also has a
$125 million machine-tool contract in
the Kama operations. "Their trust in
our planning capabilities and in Ger
man machine tools is great," Lieb-
herr's Dr. Karl Schwiegelshohn boast
ed. The U. S. magazine Business Week
opined "[Schwiegelshohn's] profit mar
gin will be at the lower end of the
normal contract range."

In the summer of 1972, Peter G.
Peterson, by then U. S. Secretary of

Commerce, attended the first meeting
of the U. S.-USSR Commercial Com
mission. The "U. S. no longer has the
monopoly it once enjoyed in the pro
duction of certain goods," Peterson
once again warned. "The increased
availability of high technology prod
ucts elsewhere rendered some of our
original curbs on exports to the So
viet Union increasingly anachronistic.
The real loser from these particular re
straints would have increasingly been
the U. S. producer and worker, not
the Soviet consumer or the Soviet
economy. There comes a point at
which we must face the fact that busi
ness is business, and, if it is going
to go on in any event, we might as
well have a piece of the action."

This came rapidly:
• On July 8, 1972, an agreement

was reached providing credit through
the U. S. Commodity Credit Corpora
tion for Soviet purchases of U. S.
grain, originally announced at $750
million worth over a three-year
period.

• On October 14 a maritime agree
ment was concluded that removed
barriers to commercial shipping be
tween the U. S. and USSR.

• On October 18 a settlement of
the Soviet Lend-Lease debt was
signed. "The Russians agreed to settle
$11.1 billion [milliard] in Lend-Lease
debts for a total payment of $722
million between now and July 2001,"
Newsweek magazine explained Oc
tober 30. "In 27 years of sporadic
bargaining since the end of World War
II, Russia had never offered to repay
more than $300 million of the total
bill. In return for the Lend-Lease

settlement, the U. S. Export-Import
Bank was authorized to extend credits
and guarantees for the sale of goods
to the Soviet Union."

• By this time there was also talk
in the air of a multibillion-dollar deal
for the U. S. development of Siberian
natural gas.

Business for Minneapolis

The headquarters of the Cargill
Grain Company is a World War I-
style chateau in the wealthy western
suburbs of Minneapolis, Minnesota.
This giant firm with grain elevators
throughout Minnesota, the Dakotas,
Iowa, and Montana ships grain
abroad from its twelve terminals on
both coasts: the Gulf, and in Duluth,
Chicago, Buffalo, and Albany. Of the
roughly 11 million tons of wheat sold
to the Soviet Union in 1972, Cargill's
slice was about 2 million tons. Its

even larger competitor. Continental
Grain Company, picked up almost
5 million tons in the deal. The ac
tual agreements were made secretly
through the U. S. Agriculture Depart
ment. While they were being settled,
a top aide of the Agriculture depart
ment, Clarence Palmby, quit his $38-
000-a-year government post to take
a $100,000-a-year job as an official
of Continental Grain.

This scandalized the Nixon adminis
tration in the pre-Watergate period,
because the Soviet grain deal, ulti
mately priced at more than $1 thou
sand million, absorbed about one-
fourth of the total U. S. crop. It drove
the price of hard red winter wheat.
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the principal kind sold to the Soviet

Union, from $1.69 to $2.49 per

bushel. This is a significant factor in

the politically explosive inflation of

food prices rocking U. S. markets in

the spring and summer of 1973. It
also cost millions of dollars to small

farmers who sold their wheat before

the price rise, and it netted windfall

profits to the futures speculators in
Chicago who played their cards right.

All of these factors illustrate the big

scale of U.S.-USSR trade agreements

when measured against the business

of particular corporations and par
ticular industries: The grain deal
opened up spectacular profits for the
giant exporters involved; it included
such a large sector of the U. S. grain
industry that the government was

forced to intervene to cover some

losses sustained by American farmers;

it affected food prices across the coun

try; the immediate profiteers were

directly represented at top government
levels; and major U.S. competitors,

in this case Canada and Australia,

were cut out of profitable markets.

The CED report on trade already

cited notes that "the Soviet Union

which has imported U. S. wheat for

some years, may also become a con
tinuing market for corn and oilseeds

not grown in adequate quantities

there. China, which also is importing

wheat (principally from Canada),
may want to buy U.S. wheat in the
future, since we have a wider range

of qualities better adapted to Chinese

requirements than does Canada."

Another important aspect of the

opening East-West trade is the

scramble of the imperialist powers for
sources of energy and raw materials.

This competition is itself an integral

part of the intensified interimperialist

competition generally, which under
lies Nixon's New Economic Policy.

The United States cannot internally

provide all the minerals and fuels that

it consumes domestically. It draws on

its global monopoly of resources in

the underdeveloped world, and its im

portation of ores and fuels is increas

ing sharply from year to year. This

increase simply indicates that the most

advanced capitalist country must ab

sorb additional external resources

when domestic supplies are insufficient.
Yet this growing need of the im

perialist superpower takes place under

Intercontinental Press



world economic conditions in which

U. S. economic hegemony has been
severely undermined. The dollar has

been devalued twice and its value is

still falling, causing the prices of im
ports to rise sharply. Certain of the

neocolonial regimes in the underde
veloped world are succeeding in jack
ing up resource prices even more. And

these factors take place as the imperi
alist rivals of the United States are

extending their own power and in

fluence in the ThirdWorld. Themonop-
olistic necessity of controlling supplies,
that is, keeping supplies out of the

grasp of one's competitors, is all the

more keenly felt by U. S. imperialism in
its epoch of decline. This has caused

U. S. businessmen to take a new look at

the vast reserves of the Soviet Union.

"The natural resources of the Soviet

Union are enormous," wrote Eugene

Guccione, senior editor of Engineering
and Mining Journal, in the July 1
New York Times. "They account for

57 per cent of the world's coal re

serves, 40 per cent of the iron ore,

at least one-third of all natural gas

and oil and respectable percentages

of the world's reserves in nonmetal-

lic minerals.

"Most of these huge reserves, par
ticularly those in Siberia and Kazakh

stan, are almost untapped because of

the Soviet shortage of development
capital and technology."

Guccione emphasized the increasing
U. S. need for minerals: "In May the
United States Bureau of Mines report
ed that the vitality of the American
economy during the next 25 years
would depend on the country's ability
to find, import, or both, an additional
$60-billion [milliard] worth of mineral
resources.

"The $l,200-billion American econo

my, like an inverted pyramid, rests
on a foundation of some $40-billion

worth of minerals — of which $10-bil-

lion are imported. By contrast, the

1971 Soviet mineral output amounted
to some $25-billion, of which $3-bil-

lion were exported.
"'The magnitude of potential deals

with Russia can be grasped when con
sidering that within the next 10 years
the Soviet will expand its mineral-
industry output to as much as $60-
bUlion or $65-billion, of which $20-

billion to $25-billion may be available
for export,' according to Alexander
Sutulov, visiting professor of metal
lurgy at the University of Utah."

Other aspects of the changing cir
cumstances were added by The Econo
mist in its January 6, 1973, survey
of "East-West Trade": "The prices of
fuel and ores have only recently risen
to levels which would justify the cost
of exploration and extraction from

the fastnesses of east and northern

Russia," The Economist said. "Russian

minerals were never fully believed in
until space satellites were launched

which could spot them better. But even

if they had been, it would still have

cost too much to dig them out of the
ground for use in the west. In this

respect, Russia's activities in the Mid

dle East have a unique and surpris
ing bearing on east-west trade. Rus

sia has not won what it was origin

ally aiming for by its meddling in the

Middle East and the Gulf. Political

changes in that part of the world have

not all gone Russia's way. But, in
stead, Russia has got perhaps an even
more useful gain, namely a jump in
the cost of energy which at last makes

Russia's own oil and gas worth ex
ploring.

"For the west it is not just a matter

of the price of energy and ores but
also of security of supply. Only in the
past 10 years has consumption of
fuel and minerals, notably copper,
nickel, chrome, reached a scale in the

west when the need to multiply sources

of supply, almost regardless of price,
has become an end in itself. The ironi

cal result of this for the west is that

the forthcoming addition of an ideo

logical foe to its list of suppliers will
add up to a net increase in the se

curity of its supply."
The irony is really twofold. It was

political considerations, above all the

necessity for U. S. imperialism to con

tain the colonial revolution in South

east Asia and the Middle East, that

attracted President Nixon to Moscow.

On the way to this forum the imperial
ists discovered that Moscow would not

only stab the colonial revolution in

the back, it would undersell the colo

nies on the world market.

Project North Star

Second only to the struggle for con

trol of world resources of petroleum,

the struggle for natural gas stands at

the epicenter of imperialist policy. A
relatively new feature of this is the

global operations of U. S. pipeline
companies aimed at opening the U. S.

market to imported liquified natural

gas (LNG) in order to produce syn

thetic gas from imported oil (SNG).

Business Week reported April 21:

"... the pipeline companies are pro

ceeding with plans to build 30 SNG

plants, some costing as much as $300-
miUion. By 1985, there could be $5-

billion [milliard] worth of these plants
in the U. S. . . . El Paso Natural Gas

Co. . . . won approval last year to

import 1-billion cu. ft. of LNG a day
from Algeria for the next 25 years.

The project calls for $1.7-billion in

capital investment for liquefaction

plants in Algeria, gasification plants
in the U.S., and nine LNG tankers.

.  . . The project would surely help re
vive American shipbuilding: Some of
the pipeline companies estimate that

by 1985 LNG ships could import as
much as 5-trillion [million million] cu.
ft. of gas a year, about one-fifth of
the country's annual gas consumption.
That would require some 100 LNG
tankers."

The two natural gas projects in Si

beria dwarf even these figures. The
larger of the two would pipe gas from
Urengoy on the Western Siberian plain

to Murmansk. From there it would

be shipped to the U. S. East Coast.

John P. Hardt, senior specialist in
Soviet economics at the U. S. Library

of Congress, described the project in
the May-June issue of Problems of

Communism:

"According to the US firms negotiat
ing with the Soviet Union—Tenneco,

Inc., Texas Eastern Transmission

Corporation, and Brown & Root, Inc.

— a credit of 3 bUlion dollars (US)
and an additional 700 million in cash

provided by the USSR would finance

purchase of American-made transmis

sion equipment (compressors and 1,-

500 miles of 48-inch steel pipe capabie

of withstanding temperatures of minus

60 degrees Farenheit) and construc
tion of a plant at the ice-free port
of Murmansk to liquify the gas for
shipment to the east coast of the United

States. The US credits would consist

of a 6-percent loan of 1.5 billion dol

lars from the Export-Import Bank and

a loan of equal amount from various

US banks, insurance companies and
suppliers, the latter guaranteed by the

Export-Import Bank. In addition, the

American partners would build 20
specialized LNG . . . tankers at an

added cost of 2.6 billion dollars. The
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USSR would repay the credits and

earn an additional 10.8 billion dol

lars (which could only be spent in

the US) by deliveries of gas over a

25-year period beginning in 1980."
It takes us into the twenty-first cen

tury. All that is needed is the survival

of world imperialism and the bureau

cratic misleaderships of the workers

states.

The Economist in its January sur
vey indelicately pointed to the impor

tance of bureaucratic rule to the whole

scheme: "The reasons for industrial

cooperation go beyond being a mere

'licence to export money,'" said the
British magazine. "Though the ratio
of capital to labour has risen in the
east as in the west, labour still re

mains cheaper in the east than in the

west. Even better, it is virtually strike-
free."

Is This 'Convergence'?

It is a popular social-democratic no

tion that over the course of time the

capitalist system and the "Communist

bloc" will "converge" peacefully toward
the same type of*economy. Nothing
like this is involved in the trade and

investment now envisioned between the

capitalist countries and the workers

states.

Even taking into account all the

long-range multi-billion-dollar pro
jects, the total sums are very small

compared to the economies of the na

tions. "The economic advantages of

Soviet-U. S. economic relations are

likely to be significant in particular

sectors, rather than for the national

economy as a whole," John P. Hardt

and George D. Holliday of the Li
brary of Congress write in a June

1973 report of the Foreign Affairs

Committee of the House of Represen

tatives. "Grain traders and petroleum

companies," they continue, "may bene
fit, but the overall effect on the nation

al economy will be modest.

"U. S. trade with the Soviet Union

represented less than 1 percent of to

tal U.S. foreign trade in 1971. In

1972, trade turnover increased sub

stantially. However, if U. S.-Soviet
trade should increase in eight years

to $3 billion —a remarkable attain

ment—it would still be only about
2 percent of U. S. foreign trade. Cur

rently, the United States imports as
much in a week from Canada as it

imports in a year from the Soviet

Union. As a result, a major relative

change or increase in trade with the

Soviet Union could be offset by

a relatively minor change in U. S.
trade relations with its major trading

partners. . . .

"Furthermore, the U. S. trade and

balance-of-payments deficits will prob

ably not be substantially reduced by

increased Soviet trade. Although the
United States is likely to have con

siderable surpluses in its trade with

the Soviet Union, they will be small

in comparison with U. S. deficits."

Only a drastic restructuring of the

Soviet economy along capitalist lines
could open up its market to such

amounts of goods and capital as to

modify the conclusions of this Con

gressional report. Of course, the im

perialists would like nothing better.

"The presence of many American citi

zens in the Soviet Union with some

decision-making power and a wider

Dominican Republic

exchange of ideas may in the long
run contribute to a moderation of the

Soviet political control system and
command economy," Hardt and Hol
liday speculate. "... there is at least

a possibility that the process of inte

grating the centrally planned Soviet
economy into the market economy of

the United States and the rest of the

non-Communist world might unleash
irreversible forces of constructive

change which could, in turn, contri

bute toward international interdepen
dence and stability," the Library of
Congress economists add.

But if they looked around their
stacks they would not find any pre
vious example in history where one
social system was replaced by another
merely by the presence of a few for
eigners and their wares. That takes

wars — either revolutionary or coun

terrevolutionary. At this point one of
the ground rules of the detente is

"peaceful coexistence." □

CP Might Back Bcloguer Reelection
The Dominican Communist party is

looking for a way to support Pres
ident Joaquin Balaguer in the elec
tions scheduled for next May. The
condition it has laid down for such
support, according to a United Press
International report published in the
June 26 issue of the New York Span
ish-language daily El Diario-La Pren-
sa, is that Balaguer "take energetic
action against foreign economic in
terests."

In March 1972, the CP switched
from opposing to supporting Bala
guer. The occasion was its decision
to back agrarian reform proposals
that Balaguer himself termed "very
timid." While it noted that "Balaguer
is not revolutionary," it did assert that
reformism had replaced repression as
the regime's major tool for staying
in power. It called on "revolutionary
and democratic" forces to help "deepen
the reformist phenomenon."

The latest CP overture was made
by Jose Israel Cuello, a leading mem
ber of its Central Committee. Accord
ing to UPI, "Cuello said that [the CP]
would be prepared to support a new

Balaguer candidacy if he agrees to
take various radical measures.
Among these measures, he mentioned
nationalization of the interests of the

U. S. firm Gulf and Western, which
owns a sugar mill and other valu
able investments in the eastern part
of the country; nullify the contracts
with the Canadian firm Falconbridge,
which is operating a nickel mine in
the central part of the country; and
a state take-over of the properties of
Alcoa Exploration, from the United
States, which is working bauxite de
posits in the frontier province of Pe-
dernales."

If Balaguer takes such steps, the
CP leader said, it would be the duty
of revolutionists to support him. He
added, however, that "it is very dif
ficult to think" that the government
would go this far.

Meanwhile, Dominican parties op
posed to Balaguer are trying to get
him to move up the opening of the
election campaign. Balaguer is refus
ing. "An election campaign does more
damage than a drought," he ex
plained, "and almost as much as a
civil conflict or a guerrilla landing." □
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A Healyite Theoretician Echoes William James

Facts Are Stubborn Things
By George Novack

The Healyite organ, Labour Press,
saluted my arrival on a speaking tour
of Australia in May 1973 with a four-
page special supplement headed "An

Open Letter to George Novack." In
addition to the well-worn diatribes

against the scarecrow of "Pabloism"

and slanders against Trotskyist orga
nizations from Ceylon to the United

States, this salvo zeroed in on my
philosophic works.
As they pursued this campaign

during the discussion periods follow
ing my public talks in the principal
cities, the Healyites put forward some

opinions of their own. After my ex
position of Marxism as a revolution

ary materialist humanism, the nation

al secretary of the Socialist Labour

League, Jim Mulgrew, asserted that
Marxism had nothing to do with hu
manism of any kind.

This denial breaks with the teach

ings and traditions of scientific social

ism and places these sectarians in the

same camp as the Maoists and the

French Communist philosopher Al-
thusser, who contend in similar ways
that Marxism is antihumanistic.

Mulgrew also insisted that dialectical

materialism cannot be twisted in a

sectarian manner; only opportunistic

revisionist adaptations to non-Marxist
currents of philosophy exist (Lenin
dixit). If your trousers are caught
on a hook, try to extricate yourself

by denying that any hook exists.
The Healyites conveniently over

look the precedent set by the brand
of dialectical materialism sponsored
by the Staiinists. Theirs was a falsified,

dogmatic — extremely sectarian — per
version of Marxist thought. This de
formation and degradation in philos
ophy corresponded to the bureaucratic
degeneration of the Russian revolu
tion and was an integral ideological
component of it.

Stalin's "Red Professors" screened

from the history of philosophy inno
vative contributions to thought that
did not conform to the arbitrary cri
teria of a straight and narrow road
of materialist development from the
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MUesians to the mastermind in the

Kremlin. In 1947, at Stalin's behest,

his watchdog on the cultural front,

Zhdanov, indicted the History of West
European Philosophy by the unlucky
G.F. Alexandrov, who saw something
good in the works of Kant, Hegel

and Fourier.

Stalin himself expunged the law of

the negation of the negation from his

presentation of dialectical materialism.

Throughout the Soviet bloc the

slightest manifestations of independent
thinking in this field were suspect or
suppressed. Anyone who did not par
rot the formulas sanctioned by the

official doctrinaires was condemned

out of hand as a dangerous "revi

sionist."

Although the Healyite approach to
the dialectical method has a different

basis, it exhibits certain traits of dog
matic rigidity characteristic of the

Stalinist mode of philosophizi:ig. Like
children in a classroom under a strict

teacher, the Healyites monotonously

intone the same points in the same

stereotyped phrases from individual

to individual and from one country
to another, without making the least
effort to exercise critical thought about
the material data and problems under

consideration.

Like the Stalinist school, they de
mand unconditional and unquestion

ing submission to their peculiar mis

interpretations and misapplications of

Marxist philosophy. Whoever doubts

or denies these shibboleths is subject
to excommunication from the chapel
and to the curses of the band of true

believers. Thus, for their doubts and

denials Healy broke with his erstwhile

French partners in the International

Committee. (See "A Malignant Case
of Sectarianism in Philosophy," Inter
continental Press, July 3, 1972.)

Sectarianism in philosophy or pol

itics is marked by disregard of objec

tive realities. This was strikingly evi

denced in the Australian "Open Letter"
assailing my views.

Its signatory, Adrian Falk, pre
sented in an introduction to the "Open

Letter" the following pearls of wisdom

on Cuba. "On the basis of a com

pletely empiricist evaluation of the

'facts' of the Cuban revolution (Na

tionalisation of industries, etc), the

SWP concluded that Cuba had become

a workers state.

"The point at issue is not what are

the facts, but the method with which

'facts' are approached and grasped.

The empiricist takes the so-called facts

as an ultimate court of appeal, and

sees them as having some fixed sig

nificance which they impose on con
sciousness. Marxists, on the contrary,

see facts as partial abstractions, to
be comprehended only in the practical

struggle to change the world.

"Thus in the case of Cuba, the point

is not to contemplatively enumerate

abstract criteria of a workers state,

but to understand the political devel

opments there through grappling with

problems which can only be con

fronted in the struggle to lead the
working class against every form of

petty bourgeois opportunism (includ
ing Castroism)."

To begin with, what are the "abstract

criteria of a workers state" that

Trotsky enumerated these many times
in his writings from 1923 to 1940,

and most forcefully in the 1939-40

polemic against Burnham and Shacht-

man reprinted in In Defense of

MarxismI The most decisive are na

tionalization of the means of produc
tion, monopoly of foreign trade, and

a planned economy.

What are the facts in this case? All

three of these requisites have been in

stituted and developed in Cuba as
the result of its socialist revolution.

Regardless of their attitude toward
them, a host of other forces in the

world, from the U.S. imperialists to
the Cuban people, along with most
tendencies on the left, have recognized
these basic facts about the revolution

ary reconstruction of Cuban society.
Everyone — except these pseudo-
Trotskyists. The Healyites acknowl
edge that the USSR under Brezhnev,
the Chinese People's Republic under
Mao, and even Albania conform to

"the abstract criteria" of a workers

state. Yet they adamantly insist that
Cuba is capitalist and stands in the
same socioeconomic category as
Australia and New Zealand.

That is what Falk, who is an in
structor in sociology at the Univer

sity of New South Wales in Sydney,



teaches us. He certainly didn't learn
this kind of sociology in the school
of Trotskyism.

What is the worth of a group that
pretends to lead the world revolution

ary vanguard but is incapable of rec

ognizing a socialist overturn and as

sessing its results correctly when it
actually happens? And thereafter

sticks to its dogmatic error despite
a decade of accumulated facts?

Falk has a theoretical justification
for this purblindness. This Healyite
wise man informs us that facts are

not "the point at issue" in judging
the state of affairs in Cuba. He makes

the crude mistake of confusing ma
terialism with empiricism because both

take their point of departure from the

facts. On this score any empiricist who

is at least concerned about the facts

is closer to materialism than our critic.

Indeed, the Healyite dismissal of the

importance of facts makes them less

realistic than anyone guided by plain
common sense!

According to Falk, "the so-called
facts" (aren't there any real facts?)

cannot be taken "as an ultimate court

of appeal." He faUs to inform us what
in his view the ultimate arbiter of

the truth of any idea or proposition

is. Marxism teaches that objective

reality, which is made up of facts
in their development, is decisive in

determining what is and what is not
the case in all questions from the phys

ical nature of the universe to the so

ciological nature of a given country

like Cuba. This has been a cardinal

principle of all materialisms from

ancient times to the present and serves

as a directive of its method. However,

Falk does not acknowledge this ele

mentary truth of dialectical material

ism any more than he does the par

ticular facts in regard to Cuba.

When he nonchalantly remarks that
facts have no "fixed significance which
they impose on consciousness," he is

unaware that this viewpoint is the

breeding ground of subjectivism and

ideaiism, methods that are contrary

to materialism as well as to scientific

procedures. To hold that the facts of

capitalism impose no fixed signifi

cance on the consciousness of its sub

jects would, for one thing, destroy the

foundation of the Marxist explanation

of the genesis and development of the

consciousness of its constituent classes.

In connection with this problem, let

me cite an example from the history
of astronomy that is so simple that

even the mind of a pupU of Healy's

might grasp it. People once believed

that the sun went around the earth,

which was the center of the universe.

Since Copernicus, whose five hundredth

anniversary was commemorated this

year, we know that the earth moves

around the sun. What imposed this

scientific truth upon the consciousness

of humanity and exposed the earlier
misconception as false? Was it not
the objectively existing structural re

lations among the bodies of our solar

system, that is, the discovery of the

true physical facts about them?

In the body of the "Open Letter"

itself Falk takes exception to a pas
sage from my article "A Malignant
Case of Sectarianism" that reads: "The

lifestream of materialist dialectics

flows from its indissoluble merging
with the facts of the real world. This

is the source of the concrete content

that makes its concepts meaningful
and the method fruitful."

He tries to refute this as follows:

"This is a pragmatist formulation

which attempts to smooth over the

essential clash between knowledge and
the developing world. By starting
from the primacy of the facts and

deriving the significance of dialectics

from them, you actually deny the di
alectical character of knowledge and
its development."

Before dealing with "the essential

clash" between knowledge and the
external world, i.e., the unavoidable

discrepancy between ideas and reality,
a materialist has first to recognize
and account for the correspondence
between our valid knowledge and the

developing world. This is to be found

in the essential unity between what

we know and what objectively exists.
However, according to Falk, "starting
from the primacy of the facts" has

nothing to do with materialism or

its dialectics but is the procedure of

pragmatism!

Engels long ago pointed out in

Anti-Duhring that the dialectical char
acter of knowledge and its develop

ment is derived from the dialectical

characteristics of matter in motion,

including the contradictory course of

human history and the dialectics of

nature. Thus the dialectics of knowl

edge is rooted in the objective facts

of society and nature as these are

disclosed through practice by scien
tific knowledge of them.

"Dialectics," as Trotsky wrote, "can

not be imposed upon facts; it has
to be deduced from facts, from their

nature and development." {Problems

of Everyday Life, Pathfinder Press,

p. 233.)

In a personal encounter with me

after I spoke at the university where
he teaches, Falk contended that facts

are nothing but "appearances." Ac
tually facts are pieces of the objective
world that have essential structural

properties as well as apparent charac
teristics. In defining what a fact is in
fact, our subjectivist leaves out of ac
count its material objectivity in time

and space that exists apart from
human beings — uniess the facts per
tain to our species.

Facts, he writes in the "Open Letter,"
are no more than "partial abstrac

tions." To be sure, no single fact exists
by and for itself. Taken as such in

everyday life or in the process of in

quiry, the fact acquires a more ab

stract quality than is warranted by
its actual embedding in the rest of

reality. Nonetheless, this role in the

knowing process does not deprive any
fact of its concrete existence as an

objective entity. In itself, and not for

us, any given fact is essentially, sub-

stantively, a part or particle, a finite
fragment, of the material world.

Our fumbling epistemologist does

not comprehend or properly present
either the difference between the con

crete and the abstract or the relation

of these correlative terms to objective

reality.

The assertion "This man is George

Novack" is a statement of concrete

fact —unless a mistaken identity is in

volved.

The assertion "George Novack is a

man" is a more abstract statement

about the same factual entity, in which

a particular individual is included in

a general class.

The assertion "All humans originate

from primate stock" is a much more

abstract and generalized statement.

Not so, argues Falk. These are all

nothing but "partial abstractions"; that

they are statements of fact is irrelevant

and immaterial.

Facts, however, are stubborn things.

Order them out the door and they

come creeping in through the base

ment or windows. No sectarian soph-
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istry can banish them from reality or

deprive them of their role as the ul

timate determinant of the truth or the

worth of all assertions and abstrac

tions. That is primordial in the ma

terialist theory of knowledge.

We now come to the most unexpected
aspect of the position of our critic.

Because I stand by the facts, he ac
cuses me of being an empiricist who

follows "the pragmatism of William

James." The doctrines of James were

highly influential during the 1920s
at Harvard, where I received my
initial education in philosophy. There

I  learned from his professorial as

sociates what the pragmatic theory
of knowledge was all about. Upon

becoming a Marxist after the stock

market crash of 1929, I consciously
rejected its premises and conclusions

along with the liberalism it rational

ized.

This is more than my uninformed
adversary in Australia has managed
to do. What is the essential opposition
between the Marxist and pragmatic
theories of knowledge? Dialectical ma
terialism regards truth as the corres

pondence, and error as the lack of

correspondence, between an idea, a

judgment, or a theory and the reality
to which they refer. This objective
linkage, or absence of linkage, consti
tutes the basis of the materialist

epistemology. The practical activities
of human beings do not create this
correlation between things and any
statements about them; they disclose
and verify, i.e., substantiate it.
The pragmatism of William James

(Dewey's instrumentalism is a differ

ent variant) contends that practical

usefulness does more than ascertain

the occurrence or nonoccurrence of

knowledge and truth. Practice creates
what is true or not true for us. For

pragmatism the usefulness of ideas

to humans defines the truth, which is

brought to birth through their acting
upon this or that idea. In Marxist

theory the usefulness of ideas is de

rived from their correct reflections of

the external world. The true or false

content of our mental abstractions is

brought to light and tested by our
actions.

These two conceptions of truth are
incompatible. One of them strives to

report the relations, properties, and
processes of objective reality as ac
curately and fully as possible. The
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other is content with the purely instru

mental functions of ideas that pre

sumably satisfy human needs (other

than the urge to know what the

foundations of truth really are!). Prag

matism does not insist that our ideas

really harmonize with the facts.
Now hearken to the Healyite. "Far

from being 'indissolubly merged' with
the real world [as I had maintained],
our concepts are brought into unity

with objective reality only in the prac

tical struggle to change this reality."

Such a one-sided version of the inter

action between reality and our con

cepts leaves out their preexisting ma
terial unity and makes knowledge de

pend, not upon the content common to

ideas and facts, but only upon the

practical activities that disclose and

demonstrate the truth or nontruth of

our ideas. It is not I but my critic who

follows in the track of the pioneer
pragmatist William Jamesl
Falk goes on to argue; "Your un-

dialectical approach to the Marxist

method leads you into the empiricist

[!] view that concepts are meaning
ful in virtue of some static relationship
to 'the facts.'" Let us set aside the

adjective "static," which is dragged in

to obscure the issue. Whether facts

are in motion or at rest, whether they

are undergoing more change or less,
concepts — even the most imaginary
— have meaning only by virtue of

some relationship to facts.
What other source could the mean

ing of ideas have, from the point of

view of a materialist? Falk does not

bother to tell us.

Despite his pretentious, the Healyite

reasoner is really neither materialist

nor dialectical in his approach to the

problems of philosophy and politics.
His erroneous objections to my views
inexorably land him in the company
of the pragmatists and idealists. Such

is the ironic dialectical outcome of the

debate between us.

Falk pejoratively describes me as "a

middle class intellectual" trained in

philosophy and excoriates me for be
traying the task Trotsky entrusted to

me in 1940 of defending and dissemi
nating the logical method of Marxism.

When I challenged several Healyites
to name one other person in the

English-speaking countries who has

written more and worked harder to

popularize the doctrines of dialectical
materialism in the decades since

Trotsky's death, they could only cite

Cliff Slaughter, Healy's penman.

Since not only Novack, but Slaught
er and Falk, happen to be middle-

class intellectuals by origin, there can

be no purely sociological distinction

between us. On the political and
theoretical levels the quantity of my

philosophical production considerably
outweighs that of my two opponents.

To my knowledge Falk has written

little else than his assigned attack

upon my views; and Slaughter's out

put over the past fifteen years consists
of a few pamphlets. I am willing to

leave any judgment about the quality

of our works to unprejudiced readers.

Thereby hangs a tale that deserves

to be told. During the late fifties, when

we were still political collaborators,

Gerry Healy held a different estimate

of my merits as a Marxist theoretician.

During a meeting with him at Toronto

he talked to me with some anxiety

about the intellectuals such as Slaught

er and others in England who had

been won over to Trotskyism from

the CP after Khrushchev's revelations

and after the Kremlin had put down

the proletarian uprising in Hungary.

Healy urged me to write a series

of articles on Marxist method to help

counteract the theoretical miseducation

they had received under Stalinist

auspices. He wanted to ensure that

they would be guided by Marxist

principles, not by shortsighted empiri

cal considerations.

I agreed to fulfill the request and

Healy subsequently published several

early chapters of my book on Empiri

cism and Its En oZwhon in his theoreti

cal magazine. Labour Review. At that

time he had no inkiing that I had

departed from dialectical materialism

or let Trotsky down. (I didn't even

let him down!) He discovered these

heinous faults in me only after he

disagreed with the SWP on the neces

sity for reunifying the divided forces

of the Fourth International.

Every sect must have its pontiff
(Healy), its fetish (his peculiar distor

tion of the dialectic method), and vil

lainous iconoclasts who refuse to ac

cept its dogmas and must be defamed

at all costs. Heading Healy's list are
Joseph Hansen as a political analyst,
Ernest Mandel as an economist, and



myself as a philosopher. But the real

target of the Healyite frenzy and fury
is the genuine teachings of Trotsky
ism as these are implemented by the
Fourth International. They resort to
the most flagrant falsifications in pur
suit of this unworthy aim.

Sectarians know no restraint. They
compensate for their disdain of reality
by being spiteful and vindictive to

ward their revolutionary opponents.

These are bad traits in politics. Such

subjectivism violates the objectivity de

manded by Marxist materialism.

According to Lenin, "objectivity of

consideration" is the first requirement

of the dialectical method. (See: Col

lected Works, Vol. 38, Philosophical
Notebooks, p. 221.) The Healyite dis
regard for the facts flouts this injunc
tion at every step. Their ultrafactional-

ism, exemplified afresh by the
Australian "Open Letter," precludes
any objective and accurate examina

tion by them of the real situation in

economics, politics, or philosophy.
These braggarts about dialectics can
not employ its method in any truthful

or productive way.
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Nixon Moves to Shore Up Puppet Regime

Sihanouk Asks for Ammunition for Rebels

Norodom Sihanouk announced July

13 that he would shortly leave for
a three-week visit to North Korea and

would thus not be in Peking when

Henry Kissinger makes his scheduled
visit to the Chinese capital.

According to a Reuters dispatch, Si
hanouk explained that "any meeting

with Mr. Kissinger would offer Pres

ident Nixon an excuse to tell Con

gress and the American people that

negotiations were going on. This, he
said, would give Mr. Nixon leverage

with Congress to continue the bomb

ing after the [August 15] deadline in

the hope that the attacks would force

the Sihanouk supporters to the con

ference table to negotiate a cease-fire."
Three days earlier, Sihanouk had

suggested that the matter of begin
ning negotiations without loss of face
could be solved by talks between Nix

on representatives and leaders of the

Khmer Rouge liberation forces. In an
interview, Agence France-Presse re

ported, "Sihanouk said Mr. Kissinger
could use the Chinese Premier, Chou

En-lai, as an intermediary to put for

ward proposals for negotiations with

the Cambodian Communists, thus

'leaving open a tiny door.'"
Sihanouk's suggestion was already

being carried out before he made it.

After meeting with Kissinger and Nix
on July 6, Huang Chen, the Chinese
representative in Washington, flew

back to Peking for consultations on

the behind-the-scenes efforts to reach

a cease-fire agreement.

While Sihanouk continues playing
"hard to get" in the hope that the prom
ised August 15 bombing halt wUl im
prove his negotiating position, the

Chinese bureaucracy's willingness to
help Nixon is undermining his stance.

At a banquet in Peking July 6, Si
hanouk again declared that the rebel

forces in Cambodia are no longer
being supplied with equipment:

"From that date [January 27], the
Khmer people's Armed Forces of Na

tional Liberation have not received

any arms or ammunition from fra

ternal countries. Their new arms and

ammunition have been furnished to

them involuntarily by the routed units

of the traitorous Lon Nol army."

Sihanouk appealed directly to the
assembled diplomats for material sup
port:

"U. S. imperialism does not under

stand and will never understand any

thing other than the language of force.

To force, one must respond with force.

That is why 1 venture to ask all friend

ly countries, all fraternal countries

and anti-imperialist comrades-in-arms
of the Khmer people to give, send

and bring over as soon as possible
arms and particularly ammunition,

again ammunition and always am

munition, to the Cambodian people's

Armed Forces of National Liberation,

so as to help them prevent the ex
termination of the Khmer country and

people and regain national indepen

dence."

Sihanouk said he expected the Sai

gon puppet regime to take over the

bombing of Cambodia after August
15. He also described another aspect
of Nixon's strategy:
". . . several thousand mercenaries

of Thailand, trained and paid by the
CIA and made 'available' by the
cease-fire in Laos, have already been

introduced into certain of our prov
inces, particularly in Battambang.

Starting from August 16, it can be
foreseen that U. S. imperialism will
introduce into Cambodia several thou

sands of other Thailand mercenaries

and even army units of Saigon."
The commander of U. S. army

forces in the Pacific, General Frederick

Weyand, arrived in Pnompenh July 13
for talks with the Lon Nol "govern

ment." Weyand's arrival followed a

three-day visit to Saigon during
which, it is safe to assume, details

of future intervention in Cambodia

were worked out.

But despite Nixon's diplomatic and

military offensive against the Cam

bodian rebels, the success of his strat

egy is still far from assured. The cor

rupt Pnompenh "government" remains

under a virtual state of siege. On July
14, it declared a "red alert" in expec
tation of attacks on the city. All un
employed persons and all men be

tween the ages of eighteen and thirty-

six were ordered to report for induc

tion into the army.

These moves were apparently

touched off by an increase in the rate

of desertion from the puppet army.
"Until recent weeks," Sydney H.

Schanberg reported in a July 13 dis
patch from Pnompenh to the New

York Times, "the Cambodians always
seemed to be able to find enough re

cruits among the peasants and par
ticularly among the hundreds of thou
sands of refugees whose homes have
been destroyed in the fighting and
[who] have no place to go.
"But apparently morale is at a new

low, a condition that General Sosthe-

ne Fernandez [commander in chief of

the puppet army] seemed to acknowl

edge in a broadcast to the people

three nights ago in which he exhorted
them to ignore all 'rumors' about how
weak the Government forces were." □

Political Expenses
"The Chinese . . . replied by referring

to 'certain persons' struggle for hege-
money.'" — Far Eastern Economic Reoiew

In dollars, rubles, or yuan?
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